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·omecom1ng activities not . finalized

'

Chairman.'s poor management style hinders progress, sources say
8)· Alonza Rob!ertson
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

I

I ,/

Amid a flurr y of ;staff firi ngs,
resignatio ns and pri\'.ale critiscms of
J1is management sty le , the Homecoming Steering Committee c;: hairman
Joe Gibson said Wi;dnesday plans for
th is year's affair ar, '' right on

schedule."

II

·

'

'' Th e homecoming commit tee is
doing all in their po\ver to present a
l101nccoming lik.e no ot her in
H O\\'ard' s history," sai d Gibson, a

•

-·

l'h 1110 h• i\1rrri111:111 Kin i:

senior

cl1emisrry

major

from

Chicago.
Ho,vever many so urces on the
cornmittce and the Homecoming

Homecoming Steering C·ommittee

Chairman Joe Gibson.

Policy Board a 14-member board
that reviews all the steering committee's· action s are worried this year' s
homecoming may turn out to be an
event Ho\vard students will want to
forget.
According to sources and policy
board documents. Gibson:
-has yet to con'tract with a major
entertainer for the pop or gospel
concert' .
-has no Greek Show coordinator,
\vhose job it is to organize and stage
the step show
-has fired three members of the
committee and accepted one resignation, making multiple duties go
unassigned

-has no approved· logo
they might be.
-has not sent a proposal and cost
He refused to comment on the lack
estimate for the homecoming float to of a Greek Show coordinator. [Font
Kraft Corp. who has offered to pay
12], The Hilltop, (font 11) has learnthe expenses
ed Gibson's nominee fort-he position
-has asked for and received a $2500 was not approved by the policy
raise for himself and the committtee's
board.
Executive Treasurer William Jones
On Aug. 24 Gibson ·fired Toya
without bringing any of the projected
Watts, director of operations and
revenues
special projects, and Deon LevGibson was asked about these coningston, director .of public relations~
cerns and other budget-relatcCt items ... On Sept. 14 Secretary Keea Wesley
during the interview. He gave no was also terminated. At the beginnresponse to inany of tl\e inquiries an,d
ing of the fall semester, Fashion show
fai led to acknowledge that questions Coordinator Arthur Walker stepped
were even asked.
down.
Gibson said the committee is in
Gibson offered..-no comment when
negotiation with entertainers for the questioned about the motive for the
concerts, b~t declined to say who changes. Only the operations
, direc-

$5 mil awarded for
•
I
h
.d
science res arc a1
''At
th~ su~port
criods, Ho\vard Un1yers1ty \v 1ll be
able to de1non1trate its cajJability to
~1ilize coope~ate funding," said
~heek.
,
l\1ichael G. Spencer, professor of
electrical engineering, is director of
tlie project.
said 1hc NSF a\vard
''n1ai-ks an oppor1u11ily for Howard
Universit.Y to graduate into the
sc iences."
A.11 outline f son1e of Spencer's
goals for the roject include: expan di11g the kno'v edge base in electronic
n1aterials for JVgh pov.•er application,
beco ming fully competitive with
01t1er 11a1ior1a research centers and
i1)crcasi11g tl1c numbers of minority
gfa dliates i11 e11gineering at the
gradl1are and u11dergu.aduate level.
Co-directo of the project, Dr ..
a1y L Har[is a11d Or. Keith H .
ck su n, l1a\c made; research adv~ 11ce111cnt s pcogni zed by industry
and profcssi 11al jou~11al s.
.
Researcl1 a Howard's MRCE \\•ill
1
fdcus on irhpf 0\1ed 11 \gh pO\\'Cr clec1rb11ic a11d elc tro-optic devices. Electrb11ic 1nateri ls research is a ct1rrent
stre11gth al l-t\vard, according to the
school' s Uni crsity Relatio11s departn1ent . It is pplicable 10 telecomn1~11icatio 11s ,I na1 ional defense and
oth c:r ir1dus1dial applications.
.According o Jeffrey Norris, public
afl'airs spccia ist for NSF, institutions
are selected to receive the MRCE
a\yard by ' 'p re re\•icw." A panel of
scien1ist and experts in the field examine the quality and resources
available and the administ rative skills
a d dc1noi1stration o'f conim'itt inent.
'i ·te MRCE program was i11itiated
b 1he NSF, an i11 dejpende11t federa l
i11 titution, last ) ea1J.
C l1eek ex1Jressed tl1at tl1e award is
actepted with ··grat'uity, honor and
pr.de." He said that it will allow
H \Vard to ' 'be in the forefront as it ~
ha attempted to be. "

l

f-lill1o p S1aff Rcportt'r

,

Ho\vard U11iversit)' \Viii receive $5
n1il\ion frotn tl1e Natio11al Science
Foundation {NSF) to establisl1 a
Minority Research Ccnter1 for Excel lence, accorcling to an annou11ccment made Sept. 29 by univer sit )'
President Ja111es Check and Eri c
Bloch, directo r of NSF.
HO\\ard and Mel1arry Medical
College in Nashville are the firs!
schools 10 recei,·e the Minorit)'
Researcl1 Ce111er for Excelle nce
(MRCE) a\\ ard.
Tl1e five-)•car !'vtRCE project v.·i\1
be a di visio 11 of Ho'''ard's School of
Engineeri 11g and approxi111at el)' SI . 5
million of the $5 1nillion alloted for
the progran1 '"il! be 1na,le a\ailable
f<)r the fir:i t 18 1110111hs of, \1RCE' <..
institt11io1l.
''Howard Uni\·ersit)' is a11 appropriate recipient of the t'irst MllCI:'..
a\\'ard. It is the leadi11g produ..:e r of
bla c k doctoral sc ien tists a nd
engi11cers in the cot111tr);." said Bloc!,.
' ' \Vit/1 the MR CE pr()gran1, NSFG
see ks to i111prove the quality of both
research a11d 1rai11ing at minorit)' 111s1i1utions like 1-IO\\'ard. ''
l 'h c sc ie11ce fol111datio11 t1ope<; 10
i11crea:ie th e numbe r of 1ninorities
present in sc ic11ce and engineeri11g,
added Bloch. The fou11da1ion realizes
tl1at tl1e '' large n1inori1y population
is an untapped l1uman resource," he
said.
''lhc black a11 d other mi11ori!y
, '-.. J)O!)lllatio11:. in tl1i~ countr~· provide
art opportunit) ... '''e ca~11ot afford
to 1niss. Our n1 01ivc is no\ altruistic,
it is prag1na1ic,'' said Bloi.::!1. '··rhe
11ation need ~ to (!C\'CIOJ) a ll its hu111 an

He

1

rl

1

rc~ources.''

Bloch pointed out that Ho'''ard
a11d other historically black institutions ha\ e 111adc: consiclclablc to11. tribu1ibn s to 1l1c education of minori 1

8)'

Michelle Miller

Hf!ltop Staff Re1>0rter
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13-year
losing
streak over p. 9
EEOC chairman
speaks p. 2
Co n't rove rs i a I
''Qlothes'' p. 3
Congressional
Black Caucus p. 5
•

,

'

tor and fashio n coord.inator have
been replaced. Gibson maintains he
is not understaffed .
''Everything is being ·taken care
of," he said.'
One member of the ·homecqming
•
steering committee, who asked to remain unidentified questioned the
move .
~
.
''Administratively, it doesn't make
much sense to fi re people when you.
don 't have anybody to replace
them,'' the source said.
Hon;iecoming Policy Board Chairman Jennifer Providence said Gibson
never told the board -of the firings.
Only after Gibson petitioned the
Continued on page

3
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Social Work
marks 50th

~iP_ .

.
-~~

ne of the lar~es t crowd s in the
12 -year convocatio n h is tory
galhered S~pt. 25 to gain inspiration
frqn1, as Ne,vswJ:ek mag~z~nc has
sai d, the 'aean of black n11n1 ste rs."
Tl1e Re . Gardner C. Taylor ,
paStor of
ncord Baptist Church in
Brbok lyn, r". Y., Cle livered the o p·enin9 convoc~tion speech at Howa:d's
Crpmton /}uditorium in an effort to
inform th~ com n1unit y of the unendi11g battle black Americans must endure to 1nake the United States a
country of inclusion.
1·1·r11e black communit y) \viii never
gi\'C up until either this cou ntry
becomes What it sa)'S: it is or declares
itself before all of histor)· as a
fr~d," said Taylor, former president
of e\V v prk Cit y's Prote.stant Co~n
cil and form er board of directors vice
president for the Urban League of
Greater J"New York.
Tayloj , 69, presented an arguable
case on he bicdntennial celebration
of the Cqinstitut\on, but, more directly, he left Ho,vard studenls and
blacks across the country with a sense
of history and res ponsi bility.
· . ''What bald hypocri sy it would be
today for anybody in America, no
matter the position, to stand and advise anybody about human rights, if
our community had not insisted that
the nation be 'delivered from this

Hilltop Staff R:eporter
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- ''Breaking the Barriers.in Pursuit
of Excellence-- A Force for Change''
is the theme of the School of Social
Work' s 50th anniversary celebration
which will tke "Place October 2-4 in
the Armour J . Blackburn Center.
The celebration at Ho,vard invites
all st udents, alumni, fac ult y , and
friends to tak e part in two days of
workshops and seminars all revolving around social iss~es of toda)':
There will be sem inars. on topics
such as·, Children's Lives Under
Apartheid and Welfare. Al so an exhibit will be on display on the second
floor of Blackbur11 in the H.illtop
Lounge.
.
''It is an important occas1011.for us
as we reflect on the past 50 ;·ears of
social work education at Howard,''
,
said Dean Ri chard English who is
beginning his th ird year as dean of
•
- the Scl1ool of Social work.
·
Photo by Franscino ·Crowelle Jr.
'' It is also an occcasior\ to reflect
on the next 50 years ot' social \VOrk
Site of $4 million hospital expansioD project.
education in changing Soc ie.r:y, "said
•
English. ,
According to English, the si minars
and v.'orkshops are designed to bring
•
0 students, alumni and. faculty. toge1her
'fhe
bui
ldin
g's
radiographic
of fo ur hospitals and the only black to addresss social issues. One of thesei '
8}· Shelia Maxwell
syst em s
will
include
one university in Washington approved issues ,, : is ho\v we are going to
Hilltop Staff Reporter
sultrasonagraphy system and one by the Federal Drug Administration prepare highly qualified social w'?rk ·
Howard University Hospital is cur- nucleai: medicine facility. The suite to use the system, according to Kerry leadership to meet ever changing
rently undergoing a'$4 million expan- will also have a dark, room, a reading Watson, department adminstrators huinan meeds in thi s society'."said
English .
sion project that will l1ouse a room, a waiting room and other of radiolqgy.
necessary
research
areas.
''It
is
a
great
advantage
to
our
The Anniversary of ~he Sch.col of
radiolog)' suite and five radiographic
Phase
One,
a
single
floor,
6,000
sq.
radiology
.staff,''
said
Watson.
''It
is
Social Work actually began \v1th the
systems. •
1985 dedicatio11 of the school to lnPhase one of Howard Universi1y ft. systefn, will hold the Magnetic an advantage to our patient populaReso°'ance
Imaging
System
(MRI),
a
tion
to
have
one
of
the
few
[MRls]
abel Burns Lind say, the schools fir.st
Tower , the first J1alf of the 163 sq.
dean who retired in 1967. Burns ,
ft. project, is being constructed by ''state of the art x-ray that can see.in- available to the physicians to use in
to
the
body
without
~dding radiaworking
on
patients,
specifically
to
founded the school in 1935 and 40
Furman Builders, Inc. of Rockville .
tion,"
said
Daisy
Fitts,
director
of
black
patients
since
we
are
the
only
years later ,the school was natned
Con struction of phase two is ex,black univers ity to have it," Watson
after her by the Howard Board of
pected to begin the latter part of next public relations at the hospital.
''
It
is
the
latest
kind
of
equipment
said.
l]rustees.
year and is scheduled to be completed
The
other
three
MRI
systems
are-.
M.Jerome Woods , acting director
in Fall 1989, according to Dr . James used for looking at soft 'tissue,'' she
located at the Hospital Center,
of the D. C Department of Human
1
Teal , chi ef of radiology at the said.
Howard University Hospital is one Conti~ued on page 12
Resources will be the keynote speaker
hospital.
for the opening ceremonies. Other
spea kers
in Clude; . I . Xi vian
Washington,MSW spec1al1st 1n the
area of teen pregnancy, and Andrea
E. Hill, MSW associate director of the
National Low Income Hou sing,
I
Washington D .C.

Hospital undergoes expansion

I

burden that \vas teari11g and bearing
;t down to a shameful place in
history,'' said Taylor , a native of
Baton Rouge, La.
''And those who speak most ...
about human ri gh ts ... some of them
are people who have fought e~ery
civil rights legislation that has taken
place in this co untry,'' Taylor said.
'' What a paradox , what a contradiction,'' he added.
''But as I J()ok ou t on the faces ofl
all you facUlty and students, I
recognize somet hing that has lingered
in my heart all these years," he said.
''And that i ~ we will never give:, up.

•

•

Sutton visits·
curtailed due to
violent crimeS_

•

•

By Troy Stephens
Hilltop Staff Reporter

We will agitate, we will irritate, we
will educate, '"e will participate, we
will cast.igate until the nation is or is
not [what it claims to be). Let the
word go out fron1 here this day ... the
fut ure belo,ngs to us."
Although Taylor's speech hit a
central nerve in the audience, which
showed an overwhelming acceptance
t6 the Oberlin graduate's keen insight, the Howard community took
special appreciation in his clever use
of hun1or during his speech.
''The university represents such an
enormous stock pile of knowledge,''
he said. ''Freshmen bring at least
some to the university, while seniors
never seem to carry any out. And~
the knowledge builds up through t
generations,'' said Taylor, a form f
instructor at Harvard University's · Rev. Gardner
Divinity School.

-.

I

c.

•

Sutton Plaza visitation is suspended indefinately following two
unrelated acts of violence on students
Saturda·y, S.e p_t. 26th. ·
Durm resident, -Vanessj\ Williams,
wasassaulted at 12:15, by a nonstudent male(her friend) who kicked
in her door. The suspect was apprehended by 3rd district police and
is being charged with simple assault
and unlawful entry.
Fifty minutes later a female student
.heard a knock.po her door and whe·n
she opened the door waS' sprayed in
the face with a fire extinguisher. Four
· males were said to be responsible.
Two students were apprehended in
t!Jie building ai:<ording ·"10. Alan
Hermesch, ·director of Universit"y
-Relations .
The suspects Were turned over to
dorm counselors and fact 'diciplinary
.
·
by Austin . Lane, Dean of
_P~olo .,._~entmu ~·~ action
Tajlor adfiresses the audience of the 120th Convocation. Special Stu'd ent Services.- No police
charges were filed . •
•

\

•

j

Tanya Alexander

Famed pastor stirs
convocation crowd ·

This week:

•

a~d
e11gin,eers.
the erd of.

)'I sc1en11sts

8}' \Lauren Cooper
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Individual involvement key issue

'

Education starting point for black 'partnerships, speaker says
- --.
federal govefnment should be incinBy L'a uren Cooper
Howard Univers'.ity's Partnership
Institute, a division of the university's School of Business, sponsored a
symposium entitled, ''.Blacks and
Public/ Private Partnerships,'' Sept.
26 at the Omni Shoreham Hotel.
Clarence Thomas, chairman of thel
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Comll}.ission (EEOC), delivered

1

•

'

the

k~flOte

address.

Thomas said that is is imparitive
for control to move out of the hands
- of central government. ''It all means
more in involvement of individuals,'' .
h~ said, stressing the governments duty to ulitimately allow people to
govern themselves.
''It is up to the individual to implCmenJ this freedom. Learning how .
to take advantage of freedom, is
freedom itself,'' he-said.
Thom'as reflected an awareness of
the civil obligations of the Partnership in hi s address. He said,
''economic opportunity is the best
road to equality:••
According to Thomas, education is
the starting point for the cooperative
effort. Across the nation corporate
"educational aid has been developed
· and a school business relationship has
also been established, he said.
The EEOC recently endowed $8
million to black colleges in conjunction with General Motor~, added
·Thomas.
Carol Thompson, deputy mayor
for economic development, also
•
•

•

,

•

iives for the private sector to participate. He said that there shquld be
a ''stampede to~ards partnership.''
The Partnership Institute provides
technical assistance to nonprofit
neighborhood, professional, church
and c~mmunity groups in the use of
the Community Block Grant and Urban Development Action Grant
"through funds provided by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

•

According to Leonard Clay, executive director of the institute, the
symposium was ''an effort to develop
partnerships for neighborhood and
economic development involving corporate decision makers, local governments and black, non-profit
organizations.''
At the second annual nieeting of
.the National Partnership Institution,
Keynote speaker Clarence Thomas. \vorkshops were held at a day long
spoke during the plenary session, symposium that included financing
stating that her department is ''keenly neighborhood and economic inaware of ·the strong need for a - itiatives in low income communities,
creating affordable housing, the corpublic/ private partnership.''
porate role on inner city development
Alan Greenwald, d~puty secretary and business development in the
for intergovernmental relations for black community.
The Partnership work!! ''exclusivethe U.S. department of Housing and
Urban Development, said that ''years ly for mayors and low ipcome proago there were not enough black of- jects,'' said Clay.
The cities that are currently involv·ficials to have any force, but today
there are enoug!i to form a produc- ed with the partnership include
tive partrlership. •r
· Cleveland, St. Louis, Miami,
Greenwald went on to say that the ~ Philadelphia, Birmingham and Flint,
grant rpograms provided by the· Michigan.
Ph.oto by James Mckissic

'

Researcher addresses Egypt's missing African traits
By Yvonne McCormack
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Browder showed slides of kings
and 1 queens of Egypt that were
reproduced in Europe with European
features.

Europeans made a new order based on stolen knowledge, said egyp•'Understand the need of people to
tologist Anthony Browder to students reproduce history in their own imduring a lecture held in the School of age," Browder told students.
Business and Public Administration
auditorium Tuesday.
Blacks do not lknow their history
, Browder, in a program titled
and theYi do not realize the cq,ntribu. ·' 'Know Thyself'' explained that tions that blacks 1 have madl to the
Europeans came to Egypt, stole the world, he said.
libraries,
philosphically and
mathem~ti<jal deductions, brought it
Browder showed pictures of some
back to Europe and called it theirs. black celebrities when he tried to
''Africans were the ones to create associate the repercuSsions of blacks
the first calendar which gives us our denying their history.
24-hour day and 365 and 1/4 year,"
Nose jobs, color contacts, and
· Browder said.
He said it was more than a coin- other attempts to ''look European''
cidence that many of me remaining by -t he likes of George Benson, Patti
aitifacts in Egypt are inissing their Labelle, Oprah Winfrey, Prince and
noses and mouths which would pro- Micheal Jacksoi:i, were some
Rrowder mentioned.
ve their African origin.
''You've get to realize the
''In 1798 Napolean Bonaparte;
ordered his army to blow off the nose. psychological message you are giving
and mouth of the Sphinx when he to others about yourself," Browder
said. ''Know yourself, not the
captured Egypt,'' Browder said. ,'
'

.

'

By Lori BuCkner

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

An inaugu'ral job fair, sponsored
by the Department of Personnel Services, attracted approximately 200
people to the Armour J. Blackburn
Center ballroom On Wednesday.
Representatives from 11 uni_versiiy deoartmentS and the Howard

Hill talk

"

I
•

•

I

I

I

•

mechanical engineering to clerk
typists,'' said Trudy Gibbs, personnel servjces recruitment manager.
''We're hoping t<;> identify some
viable candidates."

equal time has been served.
Point of Information
Apparently, THE HILLTOP is
getting well circulated in New
York.
An executive \ from the Phil
Donahue show, also based in New
York after re)ocating from
Chicago, called THE HILLTOP
in· reference to a st,o ry (Sept. 25,
Elsewhere)
written
On
neurosurgeon Ben Carson, a black
doctor who was one of the leaders
in separation surgery of the German Siamese twins at John
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
Md.
After the reporter who covered
the story was reached by the show
executive, THE HILLTOP learned that Donahue executives would
like to devote a segment to Carson. According to the executive,
they got the tip on Carson from
reading THE HILLTOP.
The same reporter who wrote
the Carson story also covered a
story about Cheryl Tatum (Sept.
18, Elsewhere), a former employee
who chose to resign from her position with Hyatt Hotels rather than
have to take out h~( cornrows.
. The Chronicle of Higher Educa. t1on contacted THE HILLTOP
aboUt ' the TatuniStory, looking
for_lea(:ls_SQ th~ could also featyre
a piece. Look for the editorial in
this issue (Pl!~• 6).
Spare changi
There must be a lack of circula-

I

Pep club backs H. U. athl.etics
.

.

make the community aware of iheir
existence. On Howard's campus, the
Soul Squad has been involved in
homecoming skits and in the
homecoming parade.
Campbell said she and Soul Squad
members hope to one day gaii1
enough student support to obtain an
official seating area similiar to that
1
of the bands.
·
Even without a permanent or.official seating area, though, booster
club members are loyal to promoting
school spirit.
The Soul Squad's membership includes three men who blame the lack
of males on the attitude that the activity is ''uncool.''
''Guys feei they are too good or
too cool to participate in cheCring at
th.e football game&.''..., sa_\d. Eri~k p.
,K1qg. >r• ., • 11•i•; ~A· ~r •/f·

By Diana Carter
~illtop

•

Staff Reporter

I

''They see it as 'a female thing,"
added Brian Taylor.
'' It dosen't seem to be manly Or
'cool' to be in a crowd booster club,''
Campbell said.
Becay.se t~e group is not university fundi:d, the Soul Squad is unable
to participate in sOQ1e activities. They
are~ however, able to travel to off.
campus games and they hope to attend this years Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference (MEAC).
Campbell said.that in the past, the
membership enrollment has dropped. ""
It is·usually high at the beginning of '
tbe year ' but tends to dwindle as
l)Omecoming activities come to an
end and as the weather gets colder.
The executive board of the Soul
Squad consists o( previous booster
club members and advisor Yvonne
1
.AndCrsort.
:.i1r.
rro
•

•

.,

'

•

The School of " Business
and
Public Administration
Student Council

·~
I
Photo by James Mckissic

Anthony Browder

'

distorted verstion, but the true self,''
he said.

•

According to Gibbs, many
previous attempts have been made at
finding a way to fill the over 55
vacancies, but often become ''futile
efforts.''
Gibbs originally expected an attendance of about 100 people, but by
late afternoon that goal had already
been met. However, she refused to
Continued on page 13
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•

''THE MISS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS PAGEANT''
'
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•

WHO'S

tion in the state of Rhode Island . .
The father of an estranged campus student council leader sent
THE HILLTOP one dollar and a
hand-written request that THE
HILLTOP send a copy of the issue
(Sept. 11) containing a story and
editorial on the dealings of his
child. UnfoFtunately, THE
HILLTOP replied, we do not send
out single issues of the paper for
any price, and i( he was truly interested in receiving a copy of the
paper, that he could pay for a
semester's
or
full-year
subscription.
Anyway, THE HILLTOP is
still wondering why his off-spring
wasn't able to send a copy of the
paper home. He could have saved
a dollar and a stamp.
False alarm
1:30 in the morning is a little
early for a quick jog around the
campus. But for a stofy like a
cross burning on the yard, the entire HILLTOP staff took to running. ThankS to a caJler who
claimed to be a janitor who spotted the burning from Locke Hall,
most staff members race up the
Hill to witness something so terrifying and startling.
'
To our dismay, and relief, there
was no cross burning. And we're
still wondering who called. And if
it was sonieone hoping to spoil our
attempts to get the paper out ...
!Orry ~C? c!_~ppoint you.

•
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GIRL?
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1987
•

•

BLACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM
•

(

7:30 P.M.
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Lee's fury
Who else "' was perched upOn
THE HILLTO~ steps one Saturday besides Soike Lee himself, - ·
Somewhat upset about a quote
that ran in a story concerning the
screening of his new <Uld yet-to-bereleased film, School Daze, Lee
waS in sea'rch of a conference with
either THE HILLTOP Editor-inChief or the reporter responsible
for the misrepresentation.
Lee, whose offices are based in
New York, somehow received a
copy of the Sept. 11 issue which
contained the L$tory in question.
Apparently," Lee decided to get full
utility of his visit here from New
York and attempted to appease
himself on this matter.
Unfortunately, he-found the offices empty and door locked, it being a Saturday afternoon.
According to a passer-by and an
inquirer of Lee's presence, the
film-maker ras clad in his
trademark Adidas sweatshirt and
accompaning apparel. As more
people began to gather aroun;d t~e
steps and him, Lee aborted his
.search. But he undertook other
methods of communicating his
(eelings about the Sept. 11 story.
· 1,.ee resorted to F~e~al Expressing a Letter-to-the-editor to our
offices (see page 6 for lette-r) on
letter-head· for his company.
.Needless to say, Lee was
somewhat upset about the story·
(see four~letter words in letter), but

J

University Hospital spoke with persons interested in full-time employment u·nt il 8 p.m . that eve-ning.
''There are all types of jobs fro"m

•

Soul Squad shows Bison spirit.

Job fair attempt$ _,_ to . fill vacancies

'

Photo by James Mcklsslc

\

Promoting school spirit and urging
the crowd to cheer various Bison
athletic teams to victory, the Soul
Squad can usually be found adding
their bit of spirit to promote Howard
athletics.
The three-year-old group, which
usually sits on the 50-yard line, assist
Howard, cheerleaders and work· as a
cheerleader booster.
According to Denise Campbell,
junior in the School of Business and
the squad's co-chairman and chief executive b_o ard member, the squad's
main objective is to promote school
spirit.
Sitice its 1985 begiJ;in_ing, the
boostff club,Jiar:\ ..m4d~, .~~tel\l~tj( 1tp

Knowledge of self needed

. ~•

•
•
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Campus briefs
I

Mind power key,
says educator
Howard stude11ts discov~red the
powers or the ''super mind '' and
found lhat ''lear'ning should be
fun'' at a Supermind Seminar
Sep1. 21. .
I
l "he sem in ar, sponsored b)' 1he
-Liberal .fi.rts Sttidefll Council,
featured Paulette Bell, founder
and director of the Center for
Ideal Education.
''You have infinile possibilities
for learning. lt is a matter of
retrieving that which is already in
the 'brain,'' said Bell, an insrruc·tOr at the center for eight years and
a forn1er District public school
teacher.
Bell received her undergraduate
and , graduate degrees from
HO\Vard.
Tl1e right brai11, according to

•

•

•

•

Bell, is the super mind, which is
· activated in a relaxed state. She
also stressed t!1e in1portance of
rnaking suggestions tl1at would affect cr11e's O\\'n p.e rforn1ance.
''The expectations that others ·
have regarding' llS affect the way
in whicl1 \VC learn," said Bell .
''T·herefore 1 it is ' imperative that
\\'e pro grain our o'vn thoughts.''
One step to remember in maxi111izing your mind pO\ver is ''learni11g should be fu11," added Bell.
011e l1alf of an · indi\ idu3.ls
\ kno\vlcdge' is gained bet\veen the
a,1?es . of 18 n1onths and 9 years
0

.'
•

•

1

Continued from page 1

•

Drama is accredited
The College of Fine Arts' drama
department recently received its
fiv e-year accreditation from the
National Associatio n of Schools
of Theater.

•

The college joins a host of other
colleges/schools on HoWa rd 's
campus that have received accreditation, the latest bei ng the
School of Communications.

President gets .honor
Zambia president Kenneth
Kuanda \Vil! receive an honorar)'
Doctor of Humane Letters degree
from Ho\vard Universi ty during a
visit to the- U11ited States next
\veek.
Kuanda, cl1airman. of the
Organization of African Unity,
\viii be J)resented with the degree
during a special ceremony at 11
a.m. Wednesday in Howard' s
t:ramton Auditoriun1.
Kuanda,is visiti11g the coun1ry to
address the United Nations
General Assembl) in Ne''' York
and \vhile in Washingion, is expeci'ed to meet \vitl1 President
Reagan.
•
A s honorary chairman of
Africare , Kuanda \viii preside over
the l Oct.8
opening
of
\Vai hing1011's Africare House.

The department, located on the
ground floor of the Fine Arts
building, is headed by department
chairman Dr . Carole Singleton.

Bus trips available
The Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) is spo11soring
t\vO bus trips to upcoming Bi son
football games.
_. On Oct. I0 Howard wil l travel
to Baltimore to take on Towson
State. Ticket s are $12 for students
and include roundtrip transportation and tickets to the game.

1

'
An overnight bus trip is planned for the North Carolina A&T
game on Oct. 24 in Greensboro,
N.C. Tickets start at $35.

tain~d from thf Office of Student Ac-

Gibson
•

be'cause these are ''happy'' years,
Bell said :
One technique used by Bell is
meditation, through which one
elimi nates stress and opens up the
mind for learning.
''I went tl1rough the day saying
I to myself I am a super student,"
said Joya Crear.
''The seminar convinced me
that I in fact had the potential to
become a genius,'' added Wanda
Davis, a freshman psychology
ITiaJOr.

board to approve the new appointees
did it beco111e kno\vn, she said.
Providence 15aid \vhen she questioned Gibso11 'about the public relatio11s positio11 being unfilled, ''he told
me he doesr1;t need a PR person."
''But there l1avc been no ads in The
Hilltop about the homecoming,"
Provid ence said. ''The st udent body
d o cs11't knov.' anything about
ho1nccoming yet and this is supposed to be the biggest one yet," she
sai<I.
~
Ho1neco111ing '87 kicks off Oct.30
v.ith the gospel concert. ·A \Veek of
ar.:tivit1es 1 i11clt1ding a fa shion sho\v,
.a Greek Sho,...,, a variety shO\V and the
Nliss Ho,vard pageanl ' · culminate
No\'. 7 \\ he11 the Bison footbal l tep.m
takes ci11 the t\loreholise Tigers.
Ac~1o r<li11g to the steering committee~ ., opera1io11al budget a11alysis (ob1

Call HUSA at 636-7007 for
more information.

Buy black idea a hit
Six local orga11izations st ressed
the need for students te support '!
black businesses Sept. 29 at a
'' Buy Black '' campaign hosted by
the Liberal Arts Student Counc il
(LASC) in the Armour J.
Blackburn Center .
Organization representatives
distributed magazines and directories explaining the campaign to
Howard students .' They urged all
who picked up the literature to
support their cause.
Maynard Clarke, LASC president and campaign Coordi nator,
said the issue Was vital because ''if
we don't support it, who will?''
Clarke adQ.ed that the '' Bt1y
Black'' campaign was successful
because the goal to inform
H oward students with campaign
information \vas met.
Students received t\vO shopping
guides to black businesses, the
'' Minority Business and Professional Directo ry'' and the '' Black
Guide.'' ,.Representatives also
issued: ''Black Bu siness Expo''
and the Financial Independence.

•

'We're playing Morehouse and we Those stipends now incre3.se to $6500
tivities becau~e Gibso11 refused to have all this money involved. It
for Gibson and $5000 for Jones. ·
disclose the inforn1ation) the total \vould be a shame to have an average
The vice-chairman (whose stipend
f:sti1nated co{ of homecoming is · J1omecoming because of the chair- · amount is $1950), the operations
$133,261.000.
man's management style,'' she said. director ($1850) nor any event coorAccording o tl1e bud£et report
The minutes of the Aug . 21 policy- dinator ($250) received a raise.
dated Sept. 14 the Office of Student board meeting record Gibson asking
'
Affairs granteU
tl1e
steering
coinmitSome
nolicy
board
members
\\•ho
for a $1500 pay increase and a $ 1000
1
'
'
. are
tee $45,000 fr1 m tl1e student acti\1ity increase for Executive Treasurer · \Vere .absent
from that meeting
fee. Residual (balance left over) William Jones, respectively.
upset' over Gibson's actions.
from Home 01ning '86 totaled
'' [The members \Vho weren't preThe n1otion \Vas secon ded and,
$17,633.22.
sent] at the meeti11g did not feel [Gibafter discussion, was approved, acThe sum of tl1ose figures, cording to the minutes .
son) didn't deserve the nloney, but he
$62,633.22, \vas the co mmittee's onGibson neither admits or denies he
shou ld have waited until all expenly tangible monies. After expen- asked for the raise, nor will he
ditures \Vere taken care of,'' a policy
ditures so far this year, the current disclose his reasoning behind it.On ~
board member said.
balance is $4~,665. 70.
''We don't ha\ e the money to take
ly seven other of 14 policy board
The balaneq of the total estimate, members were present. One board
$2500 out of the budget [for a salary
about $91,600 lis income the commit- member told the Hilltop, Gibson was
increase]. It doesn't make sense," a
tee hopes to generate from ticket sales asked not to hold the meeting until
steering committee member said.
to tbe various events Oct. 30 - Nov. 7.. a11· the member's could attend the
''We're supposed to be a unit, but
The urgency of making this money next \Veek.
we're not.
.,
highlights the importance to have
Belinda Lightfoot, associate direcAs
steering
committee
chai
rman,
\veil-planned and well-publicized
tor of stude11r activities and a:dGibson .receives a $5000 stipend
·events, Providence said.
ministrati\1e advisor to the homecom''My 111ajor conccr11 is having the broken into $250/two week in ing committee since 1979 expressed
crements
for
40
weeks.
Jo
nes
receives
best homecoming ever,'' Providence
simili ar sentiments.
$4000 in $200Ytwo week increments.
said.
ei
Continued on page 13
1

BURSAR SPEAKS

'

I

•

Slave ship shirt
causes contro versy
••

1

•

- --=--c--,--=--:-cc--- ·
By Angela C. Allen
Hilltop Staff Reporter

H oward 's newest paraphernalia,
the ''Imported from Africa'' t-shirts
gracing the ''yard '' and invented by
Innovative Qlothes, has, raised a
storm of controversy and provoked
both positive a nd negative reactions
across campus.
''I don't like the design," said
D~nise Saunders, a freshman from
Miami. ''I feel it's a disgrace to the
b lack society. They're [the shirts] I
bringing back all the old bad feelings. •,
The white comm unity would think
that it's a constant reminder 6f how
they bro ught us over as slaves.''
''They [the shirts] make a bold
statement, a positive statem~ n t," said Innovalive Qlolhing's Aaron
Deon Levingston, a senior from Johnson.
Missouri. ''I think the t-shirt is mak- ihe consc ious level of people."
ing a statement that blacks today are
Innovative Qlothes maintains that
aware of their past and of their the picture they used is not subject to
heritage. I think it's also important , copyright laws because it 's not artin that it makes light of the fact that \vork or unique in itself, it's only a
\Ve are Afro-Americans, but we were dra,ving of what actually happened .
Africans
before
\Ve
were
But if the question of copyright inAmericans .''
f ringment did arise, the compaQy
Both Saunders and Levingston's \vould be willing to go to court to
beliefs are being echoed by many ·suppo rt their views, said Innovative
students at Howa~. ·
designers.
"Why should they ~ys deal
Innovative Qlothes, which receives
with blacks on a neg - ·
aspect. most of its revenues from fe stivals
They should emphasis , - positive and college events, says they have
aspect,'' said Sab rina Williams, also sold abput nine- dozen shirts since
a freshman from Miami. ''There is a August .' About 50 percent of the
lot more to black. history than just shi rts were sold to faculty and
slavery.''
graduate stude nts.
Innovative Qlothes', a subsidiary of
The compa11y plans to make the
Innovative Products, has printed the desig'n available m sweats hirts too.
shi rts, which sell for $6, since the
Those students who purchase the
beginning_ of summer. T he new- shirts and m3kers of the s'h irts have
found company consist of Howard strong feelings about the message
graduate Aaron J ohnson and conveyed.
students Todd Williams and Tyrone
'' If you are on the side of truth,
Domio, Who S"aid they chose the don't be offended by the t-shirts, be
shirt's design for its impact.
offended by the actions the shirts
''We center our ideas around con- represent,'' said Johnson about the
troversy," said J ohnson.
criticism his product has received.
The shi rt's design, drawn . by
''The shi rt is a message of
Wi lliams, consists of the \vords ''Im~ history," said Domio. ''Most
ported from Africa '' inscribed in Africans were imported as a comblack letters, sirµ ilar to tho~e normal- modi1y, but a lot of b lack Americans
ly see n on boxes of imported goods, cannot relate to how we came here.
and a drawing of a crowded slave If you don't know where you're
ship.
from, how can you know where
''The picture is an actual diagram you'r~ going?''
•
of a slave ship from the b0ok '' Black
Domio went on to say that InCargos.'' It's a friend ly remind.er to 11ovative Qlothes tries to put out teveryone involved of how we got here shirts that relate to blacks and
in this country,'' said Johnson. ·~The Africans and that have some truth in
purpose of our company is to raise their messages.
'

•
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'

'
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to .students On Def erred Payment
Plan
...
2nd Payment .is Due Oct. 5., 1987.
$50 L~te Payment Fee will be assessed Or\
. Oct . 12, 1987 .

;., _J

• •

Final Payment is Due Nov. 3, 1987.
$50 Late Payment Fee will be assessed on
Nov. 10, 1987.
'

I

Class Lists for Financially
Suspended Students will be pLJblished
on Nov. 1·6, 1987
; (All students with a debit balance will be'
suspended* *)
I

•

* *Pending Financial Aid that was used for Fall '87 registration purposes will be used on final bills. Students·, you must
pay your portion of the bills by Nov. 3, 1987. Final bills will
be mailed by Oct . 20, 1987. If you have not received a bill
by Oct. 30, secure a copy from the Bursar's Office and update your address at the Registrar's Office. Please make
payments on time. ,Financial suspension is not reversible in
the semester which it occurs.

'
•

•

•

-

'

Middle passage emblem gets mixed reaction

.,

I

•
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Conference addreses
plight of black males · .

Howard co-hosts conference
Electoral Politic~ to Religion.
last years conference. Altendance at
' ' We expect this confet:ence to aid this years c onfer e nc~ will triple last
Hilltop Staff Reporter
i11 tl1c forn1ulation of the ver.y impor- years, according to Abdul Haqq
ta11t net,vork that ni::eds to exist tiet - Islam, a member of the co nference
fr The HO\\'ard Universit y Siu.dent
''' ~e 11 A~ri c an - Ameri c an ;;1udents,"
stee rin g commi ttee.
·
Associatio11 (HUSA) and. the Nasa,icl HUSA president Fritz Jean. .
''Last years confere nce' Ja y t'.he
tio nal Bl ack Student Unity CQ11gress
' 'U nder s tandin g the mOtive s g_round"'.'ord fo r national intergenera~ '·
will host tile second annual tinily COil ·
bel1i nd tl1e fi rst conference and realiz- 11onal dialogue a round issues facing
fcrence Oct. 22-25 at HO\\'ard.
i11 g tl1c obstacles thcY fa ced at th<: our people. This yea rs confere nce
Featured speakers at th e c o11~
U11ivc rsit y o f Penn sy lvania , · we promises to be a historical event of
fe rence will be the Rev. · l essic
(l-iU SA)·foL1 11 cl it appropriat e to help international magnitude ,'' 'said Islain.
Jackson and Mini ster LoL1is FarAlthough HUSA does not have a
rakha11. The J\latio11al Black Stud ent • n1 ag11 if) th e tren1e11dol1S effort 1hat
Unit y Co nfere11ce, held last year at tl1 e broth ers a11d sisters at tl1e Univer- figure o.n the total cost of the conference , Jean and Isla m expect a11y
tl1e Universit}' of Pen11sylva11ia , is a n- sit y o f Pcn11 'i )'lvania put forth,'' said
• H~SA expenditures to be JOO pe(cent
ti cipated to dra\v thou sa11d s of Jea n .
Tl1c co11fcrc11ce cci used son1 e con - reimbursed.
students from across the cot1111ry.
trovcrs)' last ) Car bec au se of. Zi:::inist
S1t1dc111s interested in helping \Vith
The confe·rence , the brainc hild of
011rad Tillard, Universit}' o f Pcn11- op position to tl1c schedul ed ap ~ tl1e confe ren ce rnay volunteer i11 the
pcarance of Fa rra kha n . The Na1ion HUSA office . Volun1eers are needS)' ivania'~ Bf~ck Student Union' prc<:;idcnt, is designed to brir1 g togeth er of· lslam's Jea(ler cancelled .his speech ed to l1ouse delegates, prov ide securiscl1olars, acti.vi st , profess io nal s a11d at 1l1c last r11o r11 c11 t' becau se of a ty, .s e.r~'C as hosts, and do preparatory
disagrecmc111 bet\\'Cen co nfcre11 cc ac11 v1t1cs.
)OUth to discu ss iss ues a nd cl1ar1
H US /\ is also seeki11g the active
plans for Africa11 A111erica i11the2 1-.1 · org<.tniLe rs c1r1cl 1J1e un i\·ersit)' regarcli11g sectirit}· arra11 gc 1ne nt s
~artic.ipathion o t' a ll cainpu s or.ga11i~a'
ct•111ury
and beyond . 'f o1Jics of
O\el ()()() -;tud t
. ·.
d.
11ons 111 t e conference planning 8i_nd
1·
(!iscussion \viii ra nge f ro r11 A I DS to
en 'i part1c1pate 111 im pleinc ntatio ii
8)''

9na

~
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1

1

.

.

I
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Prt:-dental society leads way
---------.

de ntal student s
i11 111_<1<. teri11g tl1c pr inciples a11 d
tech 111ques of 1he de11tal professio11
b)' fostering Stl1dy and research
\)roacle11ing persona l de\·elopn1en;
a11cl estahlisl1i11g co11tacts \\'itl1 in the
dental profession.
t\ cco rding to dental -;ocie t }'
~11c111bers. 1t1e.1e <t<c abottl 13 people
111 tl1e organization, rangi11g · from
frcs hn1en to scrtiors.
!)<1r11icn Gra 11t, a frcshr11 an
zool<)g)' 1najor, ~aid he joi ned t l1 e
,is~1..,ting pro~1)cc 1 1ve

18.l' St anlc} Bi,•in1;
H illtop _S,aff Reporter

Student s \vi shi n g to enter
Howard' s Dental School !1a\'€ for1n cd a united f(o11t't o prepare 1hen1 for
tl1e pre ss ure s ~ of life as dentistr\
st udent s.
·r11e ne,vl y-organiL:e d HQ \\'artl
Uni versity Undergrad uate Pre- De11tal
Soc iet y met Sept. 24 discL1ss \\'Ork i11
t lie dental field .
•
Some o f the orga11iza1io11 's 1ncl tide

•

I •

WORK ABROAD!

\

de111a! so ciet}' to become ''a\vare. ''
''I \\ a11t t o know wl1at I need to
do to prepare fo r HO\\'ard' s Dental
Scl1ool, ''said Gra nt .
,i\ccord ing to Derrick HollO\\'ay, a
fresl1111a11 chetni st r)' maj or, joined the
group to mak e sure d ental school is
hat tie \\ ant s.
So rn c stud ent s sa id 1hat the society l1e\ps them to disc uss racial problems black St l1den ts e:fo unter in
oredomi 11 ant lv \vhi te schools.
·
1

\ \1

1

Conti nued on page 13

r

. ''~y statement is that the generation 1s not lost. the only thing that is
l as~, is the. .thin~ we wo~'t fight
for C ummings said . Cummings said
that he felt the response that he g.1 t
fro m his speech given to both yo ung
and old r;nen was ''very positive."
Cumn11ngs has been speaking to
ch.urch organizations, boy's clubs
a n~ ot her rout ~ -o r.iented .groups.
My main thing 1s that 1t(survival
of. the black male) is ~n individual
thing, SO·, being that it an individual
thing, each individual has to do their
own part ," Cum mings sa id . '
·
''As far as.the conspiracy(ag~ inst
black males) 1s concerned - there is a
direct possibilityi that,if 'we don't
stand up for what we believe in then·
· this generation as well as othe;s wil l
be Jost , " Cummings said.
Another speaker at the conference
Monroe, said hi s StOr)' ' '.Brothers''
gives ''a vivid J)Ortra it of · black
America.'' According to Monroe the
st.ory is about eleven guys{inciuding
h11n self) wh o gre\v up in South
Taylor Homes 011 1he south side of
Chicago and what happened to 1hen1
for over 20 Y,ears f.ollowing 1966
when he went away co school.
·
' ' When you look at us as a group,
you see ...,·hat happen s to black men
in society as a \Vl1ole. Sorhe -of us
have done real ly \Veil Some of us
haven't and there are ~ome who are
just tryi ng to make end s meet, "said
M()nroe.
..,
''The point is, j uSt because you
come from a neighborhood like
Continued on page 13

Shelia Maxwell

H illtop Staff Report er

The plighi -of today's young black
male was the topic during a black
male survi val co nfe rence held at the
Armour J . Bla ckburn cen t er
Monday.
Dean of ReSidence Life Wil\am
Keene and Rev. Nathaniel Thomas,
'head councelor of Meridian H ill H all
and Dr. Jam es Cheek, Pr eside n ~of
Photo b}' James Mckissic
the National Association of Person-t
.~_ nal Workers and Dean of minority
.·\ffairs at Georgia Medical col lege,
brought together NAPW and Parents
and Youth on Family for a sym posium entitled, ''Strategies for the
Survival of the Young Bl ack Male
;Invo lvem en t,Interaction, and Intervention of Hi gher Education ,
C hurch and Communit~' ."
The members of tl1e regior1al con ·
~~erence spe.nt the day addressing
issues ranging from' problems in
sc hools and c hurches to pee r problems a nd father role model s.
Key not e speaker s \\'ere; Dr.
Douglas Glasgo\\' , vice presiclent of
the National Urban Leagtie in
Washington, T erry Cumming::;,
Basketball player for the ti.1il\vaukee
Bucks, a nd Sylvester Monroe, a ne\VS
corrspondent
for
Ne1vs1,:eek
magazine and auth o r of the art icle
Photo b)' Jaml's Ml'kissic
''Brothers. ' '
C ummings, popula r- amon g . the
.Re,-. Nathaniel Thomas (above) and · large group of young males in attendence from H .D \VOod so n High
Dean \Villiam Keene .
School in the District spoke on the
topic of his generatio'n being lo st.

I

I

I

Univ ersit)• S t i1cle11ts
Eacl1 year tliolisrtnLl:- c)f- C!)llL'gl' "rL1 Je11t s
-1,\'0rk ahrc1<1d _u 11l1l'r tllL' ~11, 111~ 1rsl,1i11 L)f
tl1e Cot111cil lJil l11tcr11<1ti< 'l<>l EJuc:i~
rio11a l Excl1 :111gt:. l lilrt..' \\·111 !-.i.: ;1 \\<)rk
<1l1.r():1J di"J"ln\· ,111•J ll.~L ... ..,!( 11 tlir ;111\·
(l!1e i11tCrL'Srt·Ll <1t.
Bl ctck [)J ( J'Jl
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For Ho1vard

•

Before. you choose a long distance service
•

•

•

•

1
1iit .e1·.liif'\' c·eJl[l'T

~J~l1 ttr.~dc1 •, Oc r e l>~ 1· 8,
fron1 11 A.~·I · J l ' ,\.f

•

•
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EARN( AND I-1EARN
At the GRAND H'' Al"f \VAS l-l l "IGJ'O N • •ve encourage you to do both . \Ve

r~s1iect

the fact that your

studies are important . 'fha t is '' hy •ve are pleased to
I

announce that a nun1ber of l'AR'f-TIME positio ns
are available.
Waiter/ Wuitress-$4.50 p / hr' tips
Barbacks-$7. 70 p/ hr

r'

I

'

Deli Attendants-$7. 70 p/ hr

,,

Rm . Serv. Server- $4.50 p/ hr' tips

•

-

' You n1ay be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over Al<.'<r in order to
save money.
1'hink again.
Si nee January 1987. AT&Ts
rates.have dropped n1ore than
15% for d·irect-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For [nforn1ation on speci fi c rates, you
_can call us at I 800 222-.0300.
. And AT&T offers clear Jong
!i1stance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour custon1er
service, and in1n1ediate crediifor wrong nun1bers. Plus, you·,
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere all ove·r
the United States and t~ over.
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick , ,
up rhe phone . •

,

•

Bussers-$6.65 1> / hr
•
•
•
We will train you, so n<> previous
experience
1s

necessary. And we offer flexible working schedules
that are convenient to yo-ur needs. l ' he GRAND

•

•

HYATT WASHINGTO N is conveniently located in
downtown DC, next to the Convention Center. The
•

Metro stops right outsi de .our door. If interested in
-

-

these and other positions ...
•

•

-APPLY IN PERSON EVERY MONDAY
f
9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m .
-SECURITY 01-' FICE
(Tenth St .• Entrance)
-1000 H St., NW
-Washington, DC 20001
GRAND HYATT WASHINGTON
, Equal Opportunity Employer M / F
•
• '

~T•T

.·

The right choice.
•

•

•

•
•
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17th CBC stresses education for children

i

1

.

.

•

Relationships, colleges and press discussed at panels
•

By Tracey Hymes
Hilltop Staff Reporter
'

The Congressional Black Caucus
! ·r
Foundation launched its 17th annual
'~
co.nvention last week at the
Washington Hilton Hotel. More than
20,000 people participated in the
forums, work shops and gala affairs
that were held there.
The convention theme was
''Educating the Black Child: OUr
Past and Our Future," and featured
an entourage of men and women interested in all facets of black life.
EnM:rtainers and members of the
p~cal arena, as we'll as a host of
'
company representatives from' corporations around the nation .
One of the highlights of the threePhoto by Carmonique Roberts
da}' convention was a forum entitled, ''Project Head Start: Past, Pre- The Rev. Jesse Jackson as he makes his entrance tor the Presidential
sent and Future Trends''.
· Candidates' Debate ot the CBC.
Head Start, a program which ed the halls of the Washington Hilton American families.
''We have to be aware that the
began in 1969, is aimed at helping trying to decide which forum to atchildern funct ion effectivelYin school tend next, others arrived in swarms press is a business,'' Edwards said,
as well as in 1he env ironment.
to the Monroe East Room tQ observe pointing out that ''dirt'' sells.
Howard University ceunselor
Clennie Murphy, acting commis- ''The Black Male and Female: H ealsioner of the Head Start Bureau Jed ing Fractured Relation ships," a Audrey'Ch'3.pman, author of Manthe panel discussion emphasizing a forum hosted by Kweisi Mfume sharing: Dilemma or Choice?, summed up the forum by stating that black
program effort .to assist youth who ·(D-Md .).
are ''not -culturally disadvantaged,
The majority of panelists agreed men and women need to develop a
but culturally rich.
that black male and female relation-_ sense of self-love.
Money w.e received from the ships need healing, and Donald TemFederal qovernment gOes to public, ple, co-founder of Concerned Black
She said the healing process is a
private and non-profit organiza- Men, believes that bi'ack men are the slow one, but '' Don't worry about
tion,.,' he said. ''We have -to put·cor- keys to the survival of the black
the_ sl?wness in the process, as Jong
porate and federal dollars together to family.
as 1t 11s a process,'' she explained.
create more Head Start program s.
''We are too concerned about winOn the terrace level of the
Panelist Eurogena Oyemade, ning,'' he said. ''We have to graduate Washington Hilt on, representatives
chairperson of the Department of to a greater purpose ... We have to
fro m more than 60 companies proHuman Development at Howard give in sometimes and re~lize that in moted their businesses and informed
Uhiversity, stressed the importance
losing, we win in the long run - but minorities about employment
of parent involvement as a kly fac- we win together. The movement has opportunities.
tor in the achievement of program to be integrated," he ~dded.
participants
Dr .
Frank
Thompso n,
a
During the exhibit workshop some
''Head Start is an-effective vehicle psychiatrist at Harlem Hospital, voicfor the war .o n poverty, "she explain- ed his opinions on the children of guests conversed with representatives
from General Motors, Revlon, Ford
ed. "Giving children a Head Start is Black America.
and the p(!rent involvement com- · ''The children are screaming for Motor Co., Phillip Morris, cind a
host of other companies, while others
ponet, is viewed as a critical
link
to
help,"
he
said.
''
Why
can't
we
as
1
chatted with entertainers such as
breaking the poverty cycle . "
Black Americans help?''
Hakim Rashaud, ·~ssociate dean of
Thompson said black people ai"e Danny Glover while - of course - sipthe Howard Univ.ersity School of waiting on somebody . to give us ping beer and wine coolers, courtesy
Human Ecology, and Sara Green, ac- something . ''But baby," he added, of Stroh Brewery.
On Capitol Hill, the convention
.ting executive director of Head Start, ''you have got to get it yourself."
was just as exciting, as Congressman
were panelists and strong advocates
Audrey.Edwards, editor of Essence Major Owens ~D-Ny), moder~ted a
of the expa11sion of this program.
Magazine, said black families are in .
While hundreds of guests crowd- no worse condition than other Continued on page 12
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Representatives
face race Viilemma
By Carolyn, D. Head
Hilltop Staff Reporter

In today's political world, the
black politician faces a battle with
identity. He must be '' no n--black
enough'' to survive and prosper
within the predominantly . white
syste m , and yet be ''b lack
A Reggae Festival participant observes the !"any wares
eno'ugh'' to represent and be
re cog ni zed- by the black
community .
TQ .the black politician, juggling
I
the roles of· working in a primariblack tinity .
ly white• environment while atBy Cherylann Turner
''We are trying to pro mote
teJT)pting to hold on to the black
Hilltop Staff Reporter .
Jamaican culture through reggae
identity is a daily dilemma. Thus,
music, our dancing and our food,''
black members of the -political
It was ethnic, international, color- said one of the members of Re:ggae
arena often ~ind themselves walkful, soulful and crowded . There were Festival Inc .
ing a thin line.
people, food, clothes, jewelry, and of
''Carribean people are more
Robert Smith, a professor of · course, reggae m usic. As if it were the
culturally rooted tlharl. Africanpolitical scie nce at · Ho.ward
last rites of the summer, folk s Americans," said Kdjo Lukman, a
University, offered some insight as
gathered at Banneker Field to hear veQdor , sighting anoiher reason for
to the basis of this impasse.
that extinctively Jamaican export - the
large
atte ndance.
First, he cited the fact that
reggae.
''It's important for African people ,
black s enter the world of politics
The Re:ggae Festival, which was to have festivals like this. This one is
and emerge into a domain that
held last Sunday, is a cultural event
possesses inbred ''imperatives and
held annually in an effort to promote Continued on page .12
constraints." These rules fo rce
participants to act accordingly,
and 1in many instances they can not
act inside the system as they would
outside the system.
said that no agreem~nt could be
Discrimination case unsolved
One such individual singled out
reached.
by Smith is Rep. William H . Gray _
The opposing-sides of the conSteele added that because of the
(D-Pa.), who is a member of the
troversy surrou nding former
boycott, several people have
Congressional Black Cau cus
H yatt employee C heryl Tatum
displayed their support and conFoundation and the chairman of
have yet to reach an mutually
cern for Tatum's case. One such •
the H ouse Budget.committee . In
satisfying agreement.
individual iS the Rev . Jess...e
addition to these professional
Tatum resigned from her job as
Jackson, who publicly announced
duties, Gray also serves as pastor
a cashier at the hotel following
his support fo_r the case.
of a Philadelphia church.
acts of what she considered to be
Because white institutions may .
racial discrimination regarding her
not allow ''blackness," according
cornrows .hairstyle.
More Democrats bow out
to Smit h, Gray is most likely to be
On September 18, a boycott of
''more free to speak black as a
the hotel was held to protest
Within the last two weeks, two
pastor'' than he would be able to ! discriminatory practices .. Follow- "'candidates for the Democratic
as chairman.
ing the protest, H yatt offj.cials and
presidential nomination have
Smith added that thi s situation
representative$ for Tatum attempdecided to step out of the
is not restricted to the realm of
ted to negotiate some type of
race.Last week, it was Delaware
politics. It also holds true for
settlement.
Sen. Joseph Biden.- This week, it
black life in general, which inHowever, a~tet: lengthy. discusis Rep . Patricia Schroeder of
cludes a w_:ic;ic variety of occupasions, Tatum's attorney Eric Steele
Colorado.
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Reggae promotes unity

Nation -in brief
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Lesson# 1:

200)2 .

Career Growth

Spel:ializing in: relaxing
•
• •
•
wavesett1ng, prec1s1on cutting
The' works 'Special coupon

"

,

If you are seeking a

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.

i

and Sciences .HumAdmEc1n1sltration, Liberal Arts
· invite you to
• learnan o bogy or En,g1neer1ng,
·
.
we

mo re a out why
wou Id want to work for Kraft.
you

'

TAKE THE COMPLETE COURSE.
October B

I
October

li

'

' Phone: (202) 388-5735
Hours: 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Wed-Fri
8 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday
·
(When scheduling' for evening and weekend
appointments, please make reservations
at least one week in advance)

.

•

.

d

degree in Business gra U?t~ or undergraduate

Wed-Fri
Relaxer, Cut and R.e~onstructing,
Conditioning
$40-( additional services extra) •
Offer expires Nov. 3, 1987
.

•

Kraft is kno,vn around the w Id f.
.
mance. We're also know b or or quality and perforcompany offering diverseno your o~~ people as a dynam1c
company where you
l ~portun~t1es and challenges. A
risks, and where your ~d: askedk to ~~ink creatively and take
the tools.fl.nd re;ources t~sh~la ea iffe~nce. Kraft provides
careers. We offer expa nded op our e~~yees grow in their
cross-functional and
pportun1t1es by encouraging
t~e co rporation.
cross-group moves within

'

.-

Directions: Take 70 Metrobus downtown to 7th & H Sts.,
NW. Transfer to X2, X3 or X4 bus going East~ Get off at 13th
& H Sts., NE. Salon is on the left.
·
)

8.9

Khraft Information Exchange
T e Howard Inn
Interviewing Schedules
The Howard Inn
(See your Department Head ~
these schedules.)
or

Graduate into a rewarding
'
.career with Kraft.

®

!

•

Kraft, Inc., One Kraft Court, Glenview, II 60025
An Opportunity Employer

'

@ 1967 Kraft, Inc.
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Home co rn·i n g or going?

•

•

What is supposed to be the biggest Howard
Complaints of · ''self-centeredness" on Joe
University Homecoming celebration in years is and Billy's part abound, as well as those alluding
just four weeks away. And yet, no one on cam- to the duo's thoughts that perhaps this is a onepus has heard anything from the-Homecoming man--or in their case two-man--show, lack of
Steering Committee about the planned events communications between the chairperson and
or the events which have taken place during the the staff, unsigned pop and gospel concerts conplanning process.
•
tracts, and overbudgeting for activities which.
It turns out that the committee chairperson affect a small number of people.
'
Joseph Gibson ha§ decided that it is his privilege
In an interview Wednesday, Joe said little
to divulge information only when he feels he · abou\ the allegations lodged agains.t him, or of
sh9uld, even though he is ultimately responsi- tlie planned activities. Instead, he chose to·
ble for $45,000 in students' money alone which blankly stare at Hilltop personnel as "!Uestions
was appropriated from the the student ~ctivity · :-vere asked. He even had the audacity to totally
fee.
1
ignore questions about the $133,261 estimated
There are many questions to be answered cost of the affair.
which Joe obviously feels are the business of no
All of the information about Homecoming
one other than himself and the committee's thus far has been obtained from sources other
treasurer, William Jones. It is particularly in- than Joe and Billy, and they are supposed to be
teresting to note that ·not even the Homecom- "running the show."
ing Policy.Bo~rd--which :-vas formed to ov.ersee
Joe has l'ot been receptive to the ideas of
the committee s act1ons--1s aware of what 1s go- others--part1cularly those who have worked with
1ng ·on.
Homecoming celebrations in years past--nor has
Over the last few months, Joe has fired three he been willing to share his ideas and the basic
me_mbers of .t he committee and accepted one ~reasoning .behind his decisions, according \o our
nes1gnat1on, ~sked for (and questionably receiv- sources. ·
e?) a $2,500 raise in pay to be shared between
Well sir, if we (oops, sorry) you truly want
li1m and Billy, done away with certain positions people to come back to the Mecca then it's
such as the public relations director's, which about time you damn well acted like it!
, desperat~ly needs im:nediate attentio.n, and
This is a celebration for Howard University,
worse, displayed an air of arrogance that can NOT Joe or Billy.
be smelled all over the Blackburn Center.
Help us bring some sort of spirit in early so
In an interview with th_e paper in _August, Joe we can prepare to take on Morehouse/Spelman
~xpressed concerns of being labled incompetent and the rest of the Atlanta University Center
1f we reported that the committee was consider- which is sure to be attending some function that
ing changing this year's theme from· "Back to weekend. We were treated to a rather nice
the Mecca'_' because -0f the situation in the Hom~coming as our Bison beat the Tigers 'in
Mideast. Since then, he has denied he made Atlanta last year,.and we think it's only fair that
those partic1ular remarks after being quoted as all of Howard knows what we're planning as a
such in both the paper's Orientation issue and •return favor .
in the policy board's meefing minutes .
Just let go, Joe, and let us know ... the deal.
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Hyatt: dollars, not sense
For Cheryl Tatum, a former Crystal City
Hyatt Hotel employee who resigned after being told to either change her braided haristyle
or have her services terminated, a legal victory
was almost hers.
Two weeks ago, it looked as if the racial
discrimination suit she brought against Hyatt
Hotel Corporation was going to be settled out
of court. But after a "mutually agreeable" settlement could not be reached, Hyatt deci8ed to
pull out of the talks and let the judiciary weigh
the scales to resolve the matter.
For Tatum, the prolonging of the dispute will
most likely work in her monetary favor.
Although she has to bear the anticipation over
. the suit's outcome, the long run will probably
provide larger winnings than those she would
have acquired from a settlement.
For the Hyatt Hotel Corp., trying to win the
case will be a long haul. Their consideration to
·se'\tle out of court suggests Hyatt realizes they
are at some fault and that Betty McDermott,
the supervisor that ordered Tatuin to remove
her braids, made a racially discriminatory
demand.
!But because Tatum . would not accept the

•

•

amount Hyatt was offering for settlement - a
price she felt would neither compensate for the
degradation,. expenses, anger and inconveniences that she incurred - the Hyatt Corp .
retracted and eliminated the chance for any
possible concession and began to play hardball.
The case has now become a financial matter.
In essence, Hyatt said that Tatum was asking
too much in terms of money and that for a
cheaper price, they would sell-out - they would
admit to being unfair and at fault.
If Hyl!tt has believed all along that they have
a st~ong. legal case, then they should have gone
straight into the court room with the confidence
that the ruling will be in the company's favor.
They should not h·ave stopped at the bargaining table.
,
. Irrespective, THE HILL TOP, feels the decision will go in Tatum's favor. The Hy'att Corp.
has already changed and clarified the once vague
''extreme'' appearance rule that allowed
McDermott to serve Tatum her ultimatum.
A company as large and reputable as Hyatt
~hould be able to take a solid stance on any such
issue and not let dollar signs lead their actions
and policies.

'
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Letters to the editor
Vanessa's not
School Daze

•

ID

Dear Editor,

Howard students are above such
mentalitiJ:s and -actions. By havin.:
paid your tuition and fees you are entitled to rights fnd priveleges tant?. mount to any Howard student.
Toikus Z. Westbrook
Tory z. Westbrook

I do hope Hilltop staff reporter, Gale
Mitchell fact checks her future articles. Where in the hell did she get ·
the fact that Vanessa Williams walk0 agalD 0
OSe
ed off the set? Vanessa W?S never cast
'"OS
for Scifip,ol Daze, s!l,e was cQns1dered ,, ,
1
.
'
~
-·
•• iA"1",
for the role of Jatie TousSaint but in · .,,., •... ..J•"' ''.'' 1"--1 ''''. o;ltj r,fi ,,rf"1J :>t'>rvf}
fact, w3.s pre8na0t 3,000 mite's away Dear Editor
.
h
from the set in Atlanta. Casting proI am writing in response to last
ble1ns have not kept the film from
reaching the theatres. Columbia Pic- week's ''Life on the Hill'' section of
The Hilltop. There are a few questµres gave me free reign to schedule
tions that I would like to ask the
the rele~se, and I reasoned February
of that article.
would be a good month, giving us writer
Has Howard University not taught
enough time to make the best film you anything of A.fro-American
possible and it _!)eing Black History
Month. In closing, the color schism history? Aren'.t colored contact lenses
just one more indication of the sad·
between light and dark skin blacks is
only one of the many things School truth that many blacks are in some
way not satisfied with their
Daze is about.
blackness?
Whether the topic be the 'conks' of
Spike Lee .
Malcolm X's time; the 'straight hair'
Independent film-producer
wigs of Angela Davis' time; or the
colored contacts of today - the bottom line is the same: White people
have ~aught black people that they

N ( • ) t th
colored contact

\

should try their best to change th~ir
blackness whenever and however
possible. The really sad thing is that
some brothers and sisters believe it.
Iil my opinion, it does not ~atter
if it is a subconscipus form of selfhatred, or a conscious one; it is ·
wrong.
Blacks are already different and
dynamic and BEAUTIFUL, which
makes our people as a whole unique.
We should all b~Ji,!,OHd oflp~t 1 .J;<e
don't . need '"fb c.haDii~ Tour
characteristics to be more unique.
I realize that a lot of pebple ~ay
feel that I am ctiticizing my brothers
and sisters for somethingJ.hat isn't up ·
to me, and they are right, but
criticism for positive change ~ill
always be better than apathy. For me
to pretend that there is-nothing wrong
with colored contact lenses ~buld be
just as unacceptable as mY Wearing
them.
Someone once said that a person's
eyes say a lot about that person.
Well, what does that say for all of my
· brothers and sisters out there walking around with blue and green contacts (not eyes)?
1

I

White by popular
demand shirt rude

Dear Editor,

Calvin Jaakson
•
School of Communications

THE HILLTOP
Editor-in·Chief
•

Naomi S. Travers
, Managing Editor
Robert L. Frelow, Jr.

·120 years of spirit

'

.

-

We have a question to ask and
some information to bestow upon a
caucasian brother here at HoWard
University.
This is not a' black versus white
issue but a revelation of perception.
What impression, to a predominately black audience, did you want to
,convey by wearing a shirt boldly
printed with ''White by Popular Demand''? While we are not racists, for
by definition a racist must have con'
we are black men wanting to
Howard University is 120 years old this year. thusiasm. of it and the. loyalty to the University trol,
understandfyour acti9ns; outrage is
To the majority of students, faculty, and staff as ~n .entity. Howard 1s not the Administration not our t mentality. Lack of
· here the University's plunge deeper into it's se- Bu_1ld!ng, .or the Blackburn Center or al)y of the understanding is the fuel of our quescond century is as unassuming and bu1ld1ngs for that matter; they will be gone one tioning minds.
Was your wearing such apparel on
·day iust as surely as we will be gone. Howard
unremarkable as· the above statement ..
black campus an act of disrespect
. ,A nd why not, after all why should anyone pay can be represented by these structures but they aagainst
black heritage, to poke fun at
attention to just another birthday? Howard isn't do not !'or car;inot give a clue to whe~e the ac- a slogan started at Fisk University as
a fundraiser? From there the slogan
ISO yet or nowhere near 300 like Har"ard which tual hv1ng entity of Howard cari be found.
T hey cannot give any indication of the pre- escalated into a black college expreshad a massive celebration recently. 120 is old
sion. of pride.
in.peed, but not worthy of a little publicity or sen1 state of the University's mindset.
of y0ur intentions, this
11he key lies within the people of Howard actRegardless
even mention of it on campus, or some sort of
may very well be perceived
recognition by any of the campus organizations. past,_ present and future, as to what the stat~ negatively. Only you know the full
But that mindset, though typical is also .?f _this ~lus1ve Howard spirit is. This is because rationale behind your actions; neverwrong. It represents, in microcosm, the central '1t lies ~1thin the people here and in their actions theless, as resposible students we feel
is our duty to inform you of its
problem with the spirit of Howard's communi- or their lack thereof. The collective thoughts itperception.
Ignorance is not bliss and
ty: no one cares, or at best pretends not to care. fears, hopes, and aspirations of all of us con'. will be no excuse
for an action viewEither way, it is a situation that can stand nect_ed with Ho'Yard are the best gauge of the ed as one of disrespect or mockery.
sp1r1t; .so. a certain amount of introspection by
We, like many others have worn
improvement.
our ''Black by Popular Demand''
Now when we speak of a problem of us all 1s 1n order from time to time.
An_d at the threshold of Howard's !20th year · shirts to Georgetown, but our purHoward's spirit, we are not simply banging the
pose was to exhibit pride about
same old drum of apathy. "Apathy" by defini- of ex1stance, no one even paused to reflect or Howard. If your purpose in wearing
tion is a lack of ·emotion, and certainly there is to even mumble "Happy Birthday" under their your ''White by Popular Demand''
no shortage of that here. It is written on the breath. Certainly no programs were plan11ed no shirt was to exhibit pride for your
faces of distraught freshmen trying to register balloons )'!own up, no parties announced. There race, then that self expression is
.
for the first time, in the roar o( the crowd at "'.as ~o birthday cake to be seen in the cafeteria respected.
While our intent is not to restrict
a football game and in the tears of accomplish- either.
personal expressicin, observe what
ment flowing down the cheeks of a new
has happened on oppositely polarizBut
wait
and
see
how
many
people
recognize
ed campuses across this country. At
graduate whci at once comes to the realization
t)lat he or she must at last bid farewell to the Columbus day or St. Patrick's day or some ;Brown University, University ·of
other mundane holiday in lieu of the school's Michigan, Auburn University, anCi
place they called home for the past years.
the University of Mississippi, blacks
No, we are not apathetic at Howard, and that birthday. That says a lot for the the communi- have experienced brutal prCjUalcC dUC
is not where the question lies. It lies in the depth ty spirit indeed. Well Howard, here's to a to self-expression or co-cxistaoce.
and properous !20th. And take heart
Acts against them were not provokof Howard's spirit which can best be described healthy
•
al
•
ed, yet still they were harassed.
as the frame of mind of the community, the en- we re ready working on next years party.
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Blacks were stolen, not imported
In my three and a half years here
at Howard University I have seen few
paraphanelia items that I have dislik·
ed or have wondered much abou't'.
But the new ''Imported From
Africa'' shirts seem to be causing a
small bit of controversy among some
students. My biggest grief with the
shirts is not that they e:'(ist but th2.t
they are unfactual and misleading.
They should not say ''Imported
From Africa'' as though blacks were
a brand of cigars brought from
Africa for people to try. Instead, a
more accurate statement would be:
''Stolen From Africa."
A story in today's Hilltop quotes
an uninformed Miami freshman as
saying that she believes the shirts
''bring back all the old bad feelings''
that whites and blacks have for each
other and that ''the white community would think that it's a constant
reminder of how they bro11ght us
over as slaves." To this freshman I
would like to say," Learn your
history and most importantly, learn
you present environment!' It does not
take a simple shirt distributed only on
Howard's campus to 'remind white

\
..

~

America that over 200 years ago<they
raped the Motherland and brought us
to America to beltheir slaves and then
when they were through with our services, attempted to keep us mentally
and emotionally inferior to them.
White people are aware of our past
and present bondage each time they
see us on the street, turn on the television, read a newspaper, hear of the
hY.Pocrisy and cruelty in South
Africa, or forced to take January
15th off as a national hOiiday.
Racism exists. If' you don't think so,
ask some of your Miami, Detroit,
Mississippi , - and the list goes on counterparts he ' e at Howard who
have seen innoce t black men shot by
white police men because they ''looked suspicious.'' r ask me, a person
who has been called ''missy'' and
''nigger'' by white people, and who
has had a white teacher, after seeing
that I was the only black in an allwhite honors English class, walk out
of the classroom because she refused to teach a class that had a ''nigger'' in it.
And to your friend from Miami I
would like to say that sure there is a

lot more to black history than
slavery. But remember, you cannot
have a middle, or for that matter an
end without a beginning.
Innovative Products, the owner of
Innovative Qlothes and the creator of
the ''Imported 'from Africa'' shirts
said that they are trying to ''raise the
cnnsciousness level of people."
That's good. Especially if it brings
opinions like those of the two
freshmen from Miami out in the
open.
Being black in America is not an
ideal situation, nor will it ever be as
long as white people remain white.
For you see Denise and Sabrina, as
James Baldwin said, white is a state
of mind. White people did not come
to America as ''white'', they came as
Russian, Polish, German, etc. Not
until they decided that being white
was superior did they adopt the
phi.losophy and attitude of being
white. So you see, ''white'' is an
American belief, an American invention and <!S far as American AngloSaxons are concerned, an American
truth. White people have no respect
for themselves or their own, so it is

'

Jesse needs blacks
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Alison Bethel is a senior in the
School of Communications and a
Hilltop copy editor.
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Thurgood Marshall

Harold Hill

I

hard to ever imagine that they can or
ever will have any resPect for us. But
it's okay, because they need us more
than we will ever need them, and they
are more jealous and envious of us
than any other race on the face of the
earth. We as black people have depth
and compassion. And most importantly, we have a rich history. One
that we should be proud of, and' if it
takes a shirt, albeit one with the
wrong words and the right picture on
it, to display that history and pride,
then what's to be controversial? .
Many students have praised the
shirts. Some say it makes them proud, makes them feel good. If wearing the ''Imported From Africa''
shirts mean something special to an
Afro-American, then they should be
able to wear the shirts •with all the
pride and sweat and tears that are
part of the image and message they
believe to be portrayed in this piece
of Howard paraphenalia.

Constitutional celebration questionable_/'
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'
focusing
on
the
events'tfi3t-took
place:
Now that the Reverend Jesse dent, arid for that reason alone he
Nineteen eighty-seven marks the 1·undamental today. When contemin Philadelphia two centuries ·ago ;
Jackson's second presidential cam- . should have our unbridled support.
two-hundredth anniversary of the porary Americans cite the Constituthat we not overlook the momentou~
paign is in full swing, and he has Although that is hardly enough to
United States Constitution. A com- tion, they invoke a concept that is
events that followed, and thereby lose;
substantiate Jackson when it comes
emerged as a serious contender for
mission has been established to coor- vastly different from what the
our proper sense of perspective.
the 1988 Democratic nomination, a down to the question of whether or dinate the celebration. The official Framers barely began to construct
Otherwise, the odds are that fQr
not he can run the country, the point
peculiar school of thought is simmermeetings, essay contests, and various two centuries ago.
many Americans the bicentennnial
ing beneath the euphoria and pride is, unless Jackson gets the support he
festivities have begun.
celebration will be little more than a
that should be surrounding his cam- needs to win the Democratic nomina~
Like many anniversary celebrablind pilgrimage to the shrine of the
paign . That thought being not tion, and then the Presidency, any tions, this one takes particular events
original document now stored in a
whether whites will support JaGkson, questions about his chances and and holds them up as the so urce of
vault in the National Archives. If we
qualifications will be met.
but will all blacks support him?
all the very best that has followed.
seek instead a sensitive understanding
At a time when ·black political
Patriotic feelings will surely swell,
of the Constitution's inherent
It seems that a growing number of
power has risen like never before and
prompting proud proclamations of
No doubt it will be said, when the defects--and its promising evolution
black organizations such as the Con- blacks have this ''UnCle Tom-ish'',
the wisdom, foresight; and sense of
unpleasant truth of the history qf through two hundred years of
gressional Black Caucus are flexing , ''white is right'' ideology that blinds
justice shared by the Framers and
slavery in America is mentioned dur- history--the celebration of ---the .
their political and fund-raising mus- their minds into thinking that ''we , reflected in a written· document now
ing this bicentennial yea:r, that the ''miracle at Philadblphia'' will be a
cle, it is almOst impossible to believe can't because we are black and they
yellowed with age. This is
Constitution was · a product of its far more meaningful and humbling
that blacks are not unified in suppor- can because they are white." This is
unfortunate--not the partriotism
times, and embodied a corripromise experience. We will see that the true
Jing tl?-F .orily current black candidate nonsense and will keep the black
itself but the tendency to overthat, under other circumstances, miracle was not the birth of the Conrac'e behih~ 'f br 'as long as Irie world
simplify, to ove•lool: the many other
for ti)S presidenGY·
would not ha-ve been made. But the- ·stitutibn but its life.- a life.. nurtured
exists. Why do blacks believe that one
ln~tead of ovtrwhelming' support
events that have been instrumental to
effects of the Framers' comproniise through two turblent centuries of our
c
from,,.black leaders and the black of~ the other (white) Democratic
o.ur achievements as a nation. The
For a sense of the evolving nature have remained for generations. They own making, and embodying much
community at-large, all that is heard presidential candidates have our best
focus of this celebration invites a of the Constitution we need look no arose from the contradiction between good fortune that was not.
are · . . . negative
comments. interests at heart? Why . do sane complacent belief that the vision of further than the first three words of
•
guaranteei11g liberty and justice for
blacks
think
that
Gephart,
Dukakis,
those ·who debated and compromis- the document's preamble: ''We the all, and denying both to Negroes.
Once again, we have another exThus, we may not all participate in
ample of how the black race con- et al., will do so much more for us ed in Philadelphia yielded the ''more people." When the Founding Fathers
the festivities with flag-waving fer- "" than
Jesse
J·
a
ckson?
ConsequentlY,
perfect
Union''
it
is
said
we
now
si'stently stifles itself when opportuniThe men whp gathered in vor. Some may more quitely comused this phrase in 1787, they did not
.
.
1
we
must
shower
all
of
our
political,
ty arises. Here is another chance to
enJOY.
have in mind the majority of Philadelphia in 1787 could not have memorate the suffering, struggle, and
moral,
and
financial
support
upon
I cannot accept this invitation, for America's citizens. ''We the people '' envisioned these changes. They could sacrifice that triumphed ov:er nruch of
get one of our own into the White
I do not believe that the meaning of included, in the words of the not have imagined, nor would they what was wrong with the original
House, the opportunity of a lifetime, them? Why? Because , no matter
and it is blown because the candidate how high they go, no matter how the Constitution was forever' ''fixed''
Framers, ''the whole Number of ;ree have accepted, that the document document, may observe the anniver- •
much
they
achieve,
no
matter
hoW'
has difficulty earning 100 percent
at the Philadelphia Convention. Nor Persons." On a matter so basic as· the they were drafting would one day be sary with hopes not realized and promuch
power
arid
influence
they
black support. At best .this situation
do I find the wisdom, foresight, and right to vote, Negro slaves were ex- subject to interpretation by a mises not fulfilled. I plan to celebrate
possess,
a
portion
of
the
black
is ludicrous, at worst it's disgusting.
sense of justice exhibited by the cluded, although they \vere counted Supreme Court to which had been 1 the bicentennial of the Constitution
population
cannot
get
rid
of
their
Granted Jesse Jackson may not be
Framers particularly profound. To for representational purposes-peach appointed a woman and the descen- · as a living document, including the
plantation
mentality.
Only
until
that
the best
ck candidate for presithe contrary, the government they as three-fifths of a person. Women dent of an African slave. ''We the Bill of Rights and the other ammendsubservient
thinking
is
eliminated
dent. Ther are others such as
devised was defective from the start, did not gain the right to vote for over people'' no longer enslaves, but the ments protecting individual freedoms
altogether,
will
blacks
become
the
in·
William Gray, Andrew Young,
credit does not belong to the .and.human rights.
requiring 'Several ammendments, a a hundred and thirty years.
Mickey Leland aiid Ronald Dellums tegral part of society that we claim to Civil War, and momentous social
Fra1ners. It belongs to those who
These omissons were intentional.
be.
who have more. experience and .
Thuf$.ood Marshall is a Supreme
transformation to attain the system The record of the Framers' debates refused to acquiesce to outdated nopolitical savvy than Jackson.
Court justice.
·
of constitutional government--and it s on the slave question is especially iiOns orTffierty, justiCe, aridequaliHarold Hill is a member of the
Howfver, Jesse Jackson is the only
respect for the individual freedoms clear: the Southern states acceded to ty, and who strived to better them.
Class of 1985.
blac~ candidatcr -running for presi·
And so we must be careful, when
and human rights--that we hold as the demands of the New England
I .

states for g1v1ng CongreS·s broad
pOwer to regulate commerce, in exchange for the right to continue the
slave trade. The ecOnomic interests of
the regions coalesced: New
Engl(!.nders engaged in the ''carrying
trade ~' would profit from transporting slaves from Africa as well as
goods produced in America by slave
labor. The perpetuation of slavery
· preserved the primary source of
wealth in the Southern states.
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NFLP A: stick to guns

Reagan a sleeper; says .O'Neil

On September 22, 1987 the majori- to ootain a contra..:t u11der that a1- · .should chill out and return to the
ty of the National Football League's · rangement. It is important to not that football field. There is a need for the
(NFL) players began sporting picket Chicago Bear Walter Payton, excitement that they put into our lives
signs instead of bright encmerated unarguably one of the greatest not only on Sundays,but throughout
players of all time, was unable to sign the rest of the week as well.
jerseys across their chests.
I reduce the conflict to two words:
Simultaneously, students ac- with any of the other 27 teams when
customed to spending Sundays dur- he was in the market for a new free enterprise. American football is
business. Big business. NFL owners
ing the Fall Semester intensely tuned employer.
In effect, the current rules have an unrivaled power over their
into major televison networks (of
employees. In the name of parity
course watching football) gained the eliminate free agency.
(keeping the league competive) and
first of what may be several added
financial stability these 1500 althletes
''workdays''throughtout the dura. are denied the opportunity to comtion of the .N ational Football League
" pete in a market-driven environment.
Players Association (NFLPA) strike
Can you find that type ~f control
against the owners of the leagues 28
at LBM; GM; Johnson Publishing
clubs.
Co; or any other business entity in
.
The collective bargaining agreethis country? It has prospered for too
ment between the NFLPA and the
long in the NFL.
owners' Management Council exIn order to promote the interests of
pired on August 31, 1987 withottt the
players ''past, present, and future''
signing of a fl-ew three year agreementthey (players) can no longer afford to
which both sides desire.
settle for anything less than that :for
Although there are other points of
which they are asking.
The owners have a power that cuts
concern on both sides, the focus of
the negotiations concerns free agenacross the grain of what America
represents. The players have every
cy; which is the right of the athfete
right to destroy tha.t power.
to market his skills and related services to th·e employer of his choice
Nonetheless, it is understood that
power is relinquished to no one
upon the expiration of a contract.
without a struggle .
Under the current system a player
If the NFLPA members stick to
who applys for free agency has to
their guns, as they should , we are all
reckon with the fact that his previous ""
.
employer has the right to match any
The owners, respresented by Jack in for a long strike. Therefore, I'll
offer that he receives froma perspec- Donlan, want to keep the framework hold off purchasing a new color TV.
Futhermore~ I won't be totally
tive employer, thus retaining rights to of compensation and right of first
the ind~vidual. If that option is exer- refusal. Perhaps change some of the shocked if I walk into a room on a
Sunday during the next few weeks
cised then the player in consideration numbers involved.
is limited to his current place of • Gene Upshaw, on behalf of tlie and find Dallas Cowboy fans and
employment ( if he cOntinues ~long players, seeks unrestricted free agen- Washington Redskin fans intensely
the1same line of work).
.
cy after four full seasons while offer- .discussing "subjects as· intellectually
Free agency, as it stands now, also ing the owners the right of first stimulating as Literature of the
requires compensation for the refusal only for players with less than Modern World as opposed to who's
previous employer w,hen and IF a four years experience. (Consider that team is in first place and bound for
pla°yer is able to strike a deitl with the average NFL career for players is the._ S~per Bowl! .
another employer.
four years).
That's a big if. In the last ten years
Undoubtedly, many fans feel as · Troy Stephens is a senior in the
School of Business.
o!le member of the NFLPA was able though the big boys of football

This is the rule laid down to every
beginning journalist: Dog bites man?.
No story. Man bites dog? That's a
story. It's for this most basic of all
reasons that ''Man of the House;••
Tip O'Neill's breezy autobiogreaphy,
is such fun to read. In -it, the former
Speaker of the House finally bites
back.
Take the syndicated columnist
Rowland Evans and Robert Novak.
O'Neill writes that shortly after he
became House majority leader in
1972, the two paid him a visit: ''They
had the gall and temerity to offer me
a deal: If I kept them informed as to
what was happening in Congress and ·
· the White House, they would see to .
it that I would receive great press
notices .... I kicked them right out of
my office.'' (Evans calls O'Neill's
story ''an outrageous, wretched ·
libel.'')
Or take Ronald Reagan. O'Neill
gives the President his due as a politician, public speaker and national
leader. ''But I've known every President since Harry Truman, and there's
no question in my mind that Ronald
Reagan was the worst, "O'Neill
writes. ''Most of the time he ,
(Reagan) was an actor reading lines
who didn't understand his own programs. I hate to say it about such an ·
agreeable man, but it was sinful that ·
.:konald Reagan ever became President.'' .
And what, aside from politcal differences, so exercised O'Neill about
Reagan? The former Speaker provides some specifics. He tells of the
time in 1983 when Secretary of State
Goerge Shultz called him at 7 a.m. to.
say the Soviets had downed a Korean
airliner. ''What does the President
think about this?" O'Neill asked.
Shultz -said Reagan was still asleep.
''You've got to be kidding,'' said

\ ! _,

\)

O'Neill. ''You mean you're calling - scores. ·1·he all-but-Clet1eC1 Kooert F. ,
me even before you've notified the Kennedy is descFibed as a ruthless
President?'' Shultz said, "We'll tell brat. The Kennedys in general are
treated kindly (especially John F.
him wh5!_1 I:!..~. wakes up.''
Kennedy). but O'Neill does not glo;'s
O'Neill tells of a White House over how they used their rrioney to
meeting called to inform the congres- but political success. He has lingered
sional leadership that the United respect for Jimmy Carter's intellect,
States was about:to invade Grenada. but not his political abilities.And he
A contingent of Marines was also in has nothing but contempt for most of
Lebanon at the time and the Presi- Carter's aides, especially Hamilton
dent appartently had them in mind Jordan.
when he interrllpted the briefing. He
Thi book haS . soffie- -t-oUChillg .
·told of a speech describing the scene
in 1946 when American troops left moments. Here is Rep. Peter Rodino
the Philippines to the grateful cheers (D-N.J.), chairman of the Judiciary
of Filipinos, O'Neill was puzzled by Committee during Watergate, listenthis digression. But later the Presi- ing to Richard Nixon. ''They smell
dent took him aside to explain: ••I different, they look different, they
can see the day ... when the Lebanese ·act different. The trouble is, you
will be standing at the shore, waving can't find one that's honest.''
and cheering our Marines when they Rodino, anguished, never made that
depart,. '' The Marines did not depart, tape public. He wanted the COM
they retrea·ted._ And there were no against Nixon to be decided on its
legal merits.
cheers.
· The forthcoming ''and of the
· O'NCill has plenty of these stories .. House,'' written with the assistance
He writes about a President who of Wiliam Novak, is pure Tip. It is
reads even casual remarks off index anecdotal, earthly, unpretentious and
cards, who is inattentive at casual. For the sake of a good story,.
.meetirungs and who sets policy by remarks are quoted verbatim when
anecdote. He relates a Reagan story they appear to be paraphrases. With .
about a welfare recipient who Calls 'few ex~tions, politicains are jud&·
around for a job, but quickly hangs .' ed on tbier bonhomie, perfonna!M'#.
up when one is offered. ''These pc<>:; in the House and not on their
pie don't want to work,'' the Pres(
policies.
dent told a White House meeting ~\
But the real Tip O'Neill comes
which O'Neill was present.
· througll. He is .a 'MD of the old _
'
''Don't give ine that ciap,'' O'Neill school whose po1itbl ldegloay ~
He
exploded, and then laicl into tht amounted to one word:
President until an appalled Sen. Alan left W""'!:S°n on bis own lelmt'
tten a swell boot to
Simpson (R-Wyo.) intervened. "This and bu
is awful,'' he said. ''You fellows arc match, For years, O'Neill wu lhe
Speaker who wouldn't but. Now,
,always bickering.''
O'Ncill's is not the standard we .know .be can bite.
Washingto!!_ m~moir. _while 1:te · ~.!:...
·mains uncritical of lus tnenels, be
does, not hesitiate to settle some
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Americqn desigrers top
'GQ' fall fashion show .

•

••

•

•

"

Trends: high hems, tailored sportswear

'

1

!.

•
By India Hearn

promoted graphic sweaters along

Hilltop Staff Repor1er

with knit pants, shirts and jackets.

Gentlemen S .Quarterly (GQ) is
usually viewed monthly by way of
subscription or by ' purchasing it at

•

The exciting patterns for sweats are
argyle, bold stripes and the mixing of
patterns.
Closer body silhouettes, defined

various newstands in the District; shoulders and waistlines are a big
Robert Mal,~n. Kashif and Orlando Taylor.
Pho10 by Frank Byrd .
however, this occasion was not either part of Calvin Klein and WilliWear's
case. GQ and Woodward and line.
Lothrop came together for th.::
The versatility and style of denim
fashion extravaganza, GQ Live. It all was well demonstrated. Denim
took place at the Grand Hyatt on dresses by Byblos complemented with
Sept 26.
suede boots and assertive jewelry are
Featui'ed were all the top names in a winner in every part of the world.
the fashion industry. Paul Smith, Acid washed denim, distressed, and
•
WilliWear, and Yves Saint Laurent pre::washed are available in an array
By Gale Mitchell
them.''
were among the long bill of designers . of shades. Claiborne, Polo, Part
Hill1op Staff Reporter
''I have a company called 'The
U.S. designer, Bill Robinson, winner Two, Donovan and Dockers are a
New Music Group'. It is the mother
of two Cutty Sark Awards, was a few brand names to watch.
Recording artist Kashif made a company for a couple of publishings
special guest. Both men's and
Private attire was the hottest treat surprise appearance yestCrday on the and productions companies located
I
women's attire were displayed by a of the hour. Sleeky, silk boxers, Howard University campus.
in New York and Stanford, Conn.
Phoio h)' Merriman King ' troupe of approximately twenty-five · multi-color, terry robes and the tradiThe Brooklyn-native, who is best- This year we have produced part of
' men and four women.
•tional pajamas were especially pleas- known for his album Conditions of the albums of Whitney Houston,
Randy sports Williweor fashion.
According to GQ's merchandising ing to the audience. Mci.tching com- the Heart and the singles Baby Don t Dionne Warwick, Melissa Morgan,
editor, Edward Menicheschi,''Men - binations of boxers and night shirts Break Your Baby's Heart and Dane· Debbie Allen and Patti L3. Belle.
are poised for the '90's as they are at- were a hit by Joe Boxer. Others who ing in the Dark, said his visit to
Kashif said, ''We pay writers to
tempting to remain in tune with the earned applause were Bill Blass, _Howard came from a meeting with stay home and write songs for the
well dressed woman of the '80's. The Christine Dior and Nautica.
Robert Malson; special assistant to company. Theri we take ihe material
double breasted suit· and streetwise
The finale of the show was~ new President James E. Cheek.
and make it available for name acts
sportswear are important this year
and more relaxed approach· to
''I was interested in the informa- who want to record. Tlie represenas well as your personal style,"
black-tie dressing for both men and tion I could provide for the fine arts tative for ' these artists, such as
said Menicheschi.
women. New silhouettes, brightly and media students," he said.
Whitney Houston, .call tlie company.
The show highlighted the colored bow ties 3.nd cumberbunds
Kashif said he planned to meet If we are able to work the :situation
seriousness in business dressing. with gave the traditional tuxedo a fresher with Malson, the dean of the College out, either I will write the song or
emphasis being placed on the waist. look. Sequins, black velvet and satin of Fine Arts, Vada Butcher, and the find' them material in the publisher's
New Color and patterns have also gowns were well~ worth the wait.
dean of the school of Communica- catalogue.''
1
added spice to business attire. The
Jonathan Hitchcock, After FiVe, tions Orlando Taylor. Malsor. said
Several videos will be designed to
labels to look for are Bill Blass, Yves Victor Costa, Henry Oretha!, Chris- Kashif talked about internships for promote Love Changes, said Kashir.Saint Laurent, Pierre Cardin and tian Dior and Cricke(eer were highly students.
He also said that artists featured on
Perry Ellis.
, applauded designers for the men.
The artist visited the School of the new album would be Whitney
Tailored sportswear was another
The show closed with a salute to Communications, the College of Fine Houston, Dionne Warwick, Kenny
delight showcased. Suits and comfor- the ''Men of Capital Style''. Among Arts and radio station, WHUR.
G, Expose, Dougie Fresh, Meli~sa
table separates in rich colors for the them were Donnie Simpson, disc
Kashif has finished his fourth Morgan and Johnnie Kemp.
fall including brown, navy, camel, jockey and program director of album Love Changes. Kashif said the
''The album will be out on Oct 29.
and black were accented with winter WKYS Radio. They were commend- album is hard to catagorize. '' I just Two singles will b_e released
white.
ed for their community spirit, profes- say its good music.••
simultaneously; a duet called Reser·
GQstressed the diversity in leisure sional accomplishments, ·commitKashif also said that he may tour vations for Two and a duet with ,,.
dressing. The new and impressive ment to excellence and personal style. in the spring. ''Because this schedule Melissa Morgan:
look is the switch from a shirt and tie
The upbeat music, professionalism is so tight between production, I
Kashif added . that his. bus_y
•
to a Polo or a turtleneck. f':la~es to of the models and the responsiveness planned one event for the promotion schedule does not interfere with hjs
~,keep an eye.out f<;>r are WilliWear, oftheaudienceweretheperfectcom- of the albuin and' a picnic for the J ~amilylife:''ltisn<>1difficultt&k.eep
Photo by Merriman King
l'hoto by Merriman King Art~ork, Liz Cl~iborne and Anne
bination for 'this successful fashion radio people at myihouse in Connec- 1n touch with my daUghteirs. One lives
Oia"e shows off Anne Klein 11 Christine wears the latest in denim. Klein for the ladies.
event
ticut. They traveled to me instead ,of '!n the east coast (New York) and tw~
foshfons and Ben wears Milano sport
Knits are big again this year a~ GQ .._,
;::....__· ------------~m~e....!!g~o!!in'.!g'-!a!!r_:=o~u::;n:::d:._:t::h~e_.:::co::_u::n::.t::rl.y_.:to::_..:'::'v..:e..:o::n:.t::h::e:..w::.•::•::t..:c::o::as::t:.:<::L::o::s..:An.:::og::.e::les=):. .
1
coo~.
1

Kashif makes surprise

visit to Howard's campus ·

'••

1

·:New African art museum dedicated
•

Retha Powers
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

·~~~~~~~~~~~

• The copper domed National
Museum of African Art opened offici3.liy on the 'mall Monday. The
.stru~ture is part of a $73.2 million
'museum, education and research
Fen~er.

Tpe museum is shared with The
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, featuring
artrrork from Asia, the Near East
and the International Center.
J\ipproximately, 96 percent of the
st rU cture is'tunderground. The
builaing's gra ite walls and copper
i"aili ngs are re iniscent of an Egyptian, tomb.
'
The three exhibits on lhe first level
consist or the permanent collection.
1

•

One of the displays is composed of
pieces from the museum's collection
and \\'Orks lent by the public. An exhibit called Pat1erns of Life:West
Africa Strip-Weaving Traditions at·

tempts to display and explain the
history, process and use of brilliant
and intrica1e textiles of Western
Africa.
Royal Benin Arr in Lhe Colleclion
of Lhe National Museum of African
Ari explores the artwork of the ancient kingdom of Benin, which is now
Nigeria. The collection consi~ts
primarily of copper plaques, commemorative heads, other copper objects and one ivory carving.
Presenting over 100 pieces of art
Below the Saharan is The Permanent

Carmonique Roberts
Featured piece in the National
Museum of African Art
Pholo h'.'

..

African .:4.rt. The exhibit also has 30 •
works loaneO. by private collectors ·
and museums in the U.S. This display
unites diverse cultural styles of nine

Collectio11 of the National Museum of · Continued on page 12

·T heater: not all glitz and glamour ·
•

Students, staff work
. hard. on fall production of 'Livin · Fat'
By Gale Mitchell

Hilltop Staff Reporter
The Howard University Department of Drama in the College of Fine
Arts spent weeks preparing for the
production of ''Livin' Fat.''
Weeks Qf set construction, sewi11g
of c?stumes and rehearsing of line~
took'. place before the cU rtains raised
to unveil the finished product at th~
openi.ng last nig~t.
.
1
' Never believe that the theater 1s
all· glitz and glamour,' ' said Melissa
Taylor assistant director for ''Livin•
Fai." 'By the time the audience .sees
the final project, the acting and production staff has gone through the
muck to get to that point."
''Livin' Fat'' is a comedy about a
poor southern family who suddenly

-Ernest Mercer as

··aoo··

comes into a large sum of money .
Kelsey E. Collie, director of the
· play and professor of Drama in the
College of Fine Arts, said there was
a great deal of preparation that went
into producing the play.
''On Aug. 3·1, we had already cast
and started rehearsals," said Collie.
Col lie sa id the turnout for the
auditions was not a.s good as expected. ''The old students had not
returned and the freshmen did not
show up," he said. '''However, we
did helve a large number of students
show up from other colleges outside
of Fine Arts.''
Collie said that all the students cast
in ''Livin' Fat'' were drama students.
''We had opi:n casting and all drama
majors just happened to be selected,''
he sa.id. ''{\.s a matter of fact, some

Ph0io bf ..a111
and Jasan Carmichael as ''David."

•

'

students from other schools and colleges at Howard were in contention
for these roies.''
He continued, ''We called them back
and rrlade the final decision on six
people who were drama majors. l:he
ne\vly chosen cast started practice on
the same day.''
Collie said that he did not see a
problem with casting due to low
enrollment in Fine Arts. ''We make
our decisions based upon the number
of students we have, the kind of show
we want to do,'' he said. ''The
number of students we have
graduated is also taken into acc6unt
as well as those who transfer to other
schools.''
Plays for the season are picked by
faculty who make their recommendations in the spr.ing. ''The executive in
the Department of Drama makes the
final decision,•• said Collie.
The number of students in the College of Fine Arts influences the type
of play put on by the Department of
Drama.
l
''If we want to do a musical, we
would look inside and see what we
have to offer because the bulk of the
work in the play would be carried by
the students presently enrolled in Fine
Arts,"said Collie.
,
Collie said frustration and tension
sometimes plague a cast. in production one time or another. ''The cast
went through a series of exercises to
relieve tension and just to have fun,"
he said. ''These exercises were done
to see if the cast could trust each
other. We also talked about our

Woodruff

J

When: Saturday, Oct. 3
Time: IO p.m.-Until
- Dress: To Impress!!!
Purpose: To Rock You!!
First 100 Ladies Will Receive Free Champagne
& First 100 Gentlemen Will Receive Free Beer!
All •This and More At: The East Side
1824 Half St., SW
This will be a party to be remembered
For more information, call:
The East· Side:488-1206
Mark Glover:636-037S
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By Zackery P. BUr~ess
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

The Bison defeated a tough S.C.
State team 31-22 proving they were
prepared offensively and defensively.
Offensively the Bison looked

respectable against a tough S.C. State
defense. This \vin ended.Howard's 13
year losing streak fo South Carolina
State, and improved its record to 3-0
overall, 2-0 in the MEAC.
The Bulldogs held quarterback Lee
Debose to only I 30 yards passing,
and forced two interceptions, but
Debose was still able to i,nake
SQJ11ething l1appen by producing two
toucl1do,vns; one to Curtis Chappell
. for 65 yards 011 the first play of the
second quarter, and another to Ed-

b~·

Keilh Le11dbelter

die Hayes !"or 12 yards on his first
pass of the gam~.
''S.C. S1ate had a pressure type
defense, and they were very, very
tough," said Debose, ''and a-lot of
times I found myself trying to make
things happen, and it caused me to
throw my game off.''
Tailback Harvey Reed played
despite a sprained ankle, gain ing 106
yards on 23 carries (4.3 yards per
carry) and a touchdo\vn.
Saturday was a landmark day for
·Reed. He became the all-time MEAC
rushing leader (3,1$7 yards) and
toL1chdo,vn leader (34). ''This has to
be the toughest defense I have played
against all year,'' said Reed, ' "' and
1 knew going into the game it was go·ing to be tough, because they were

able to cut me off on the outside."
The Bison kickers put in strong
performances as John H arvell was
three for three On extra point attempts and freshman kicker Gary
Mossip surprised everyone as he kicked his first collegiate field goal for 47
yards ..
Bison receiver Derrick Faison and
Chappell looked sluggish, dropping
several passes, two that were sure
touchdowns.
The Bulldogs were held offensively to two touchdowns by a Bison 1
defense that gave up 51 points the
previous week.
The secondary did not yield any
passing touchdowns, and o'nly 11 6
yards passing. Defensive back Willie
Johnson said, '' It was real i1npo:rtant
' for us to redeem ourselves after last
week, and I see us improving upon
our mistakes, and getting better each
week.''
Coach Jeffries said, ''The pass
rush improved up front which caused the Bulldogs to rush a lot of
passes, and helped the secondary
cover their receivers a whole lot better.''
Defensive tackle Billy Dores had
another fantastic game recording
nine unassisted tackles and a half
sack. Defensive tackle Eric tv~oore
also had a respectable game \Vith five
tackles. Moore said that ''S.C~.
State's success came on our niistakes,
and if \Ve had played mistake free
football we coL1ld have completely
shut them down.''
Coach Jeffries said, ''The defe11sive front needs to cont inu e to work
on the pass rush, and record more

sacks on the quarterback to become
even more effective,''
The loss of S.C. State running
back James Miller to a wrist injury
after being hit by linebacker Marty
Graves \vas a ~ig factor fOr the Bison
defense. Miller left the game in the
first half after rushing for 99 yards.
Coach Jeffries cited it as a big help
to the defense, because he saw that
Miller \Vas becoming a problem.
The S.C State offense was able to
muster only 14 points against a
defense that looked vulnerable last
\veek. One touchdown was scored on
the fourth down and 12 1 with less
than 30 seconds remaining in the first
quarter. The other touchdown the
Bison offense gave up was a Debose
interception in the first half. The
Bulldogs scored offensively on a eight
yard run by running back V..'illiam
DuBose, and quarterback Lance
Salters' run of two yards with three
seconds remaining in the game.
Bulldog's linebackCrs Leroy
Mathis anrl Robert BUrkins were
great on defense, recording seven and
eight l<nassisted tackles a piece
againsl the Howard offense. Coach
Jeffries said, ''Mathis and Burkins
are l\YO of the finest linebackers you
are going to find anywhere in the
country, and it showed.''
0\'erall the game was evenly matcl1ed \vi1h the Bison offense gaining
395 total yards, and the S.C. State offe11 se gaini ng 365 total yards. The
gaine 'vas definitely decided on
breaks and heart. Center D\vight
Coritinued on page 12

Reed continues to chalk up new records
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Harvey Reed shakes to~er in .p,rsuit of record.
l'l1uto

b}'

Keilh Leadbrtler

By Darren E. Price
Hilltop Staff Reporter

the last couple o( years and nov.· we
have somebody leading the conference.''
\Vhen tailback Harvey Reed played
The rushjng record \vas broken
against the South Carolina State · after Reed ran from the 47 yard line
Bulldogs last \Veek, he didn't run up \Yith 9:09 left in the first period. After
and down the field like he is used to the run, the game \Vas stopped and
doing. He was slowed down by an Reed received a game football for his
a11kle inj'u ry and an aggressive acc.o mplishments.
Bulldog defense; however, he managH e broke the touchdown record
ed to get a few tl1ings accomplished. \ held by Delaware State's Gene Lake
Reed became the MEAC's career when he received a handoff from
leader in rushing \vith 3, 187 yards quarterback Lee Debose at the 23
and i11 touchdo,vns with 34 in the yard line in the th"ird period. For
third quarter.
Reed it \vas a record that he didn't
''I feel good about myself," said even kno\v that he was close to
Reed referring to the records, ''bu t breaking.
I feel better for my teammates, the
''They told me I had 43 yards to
offensive line. It makes us feel good break the MEAC all leading rusher,
because we had a losing record over but nobody told me that I needed one

Despite 16sses,
Netters d 0 well

more touchdown," he said.
Reed's touchdo,vn run exen1plifies
the type of tailback he is. Debose
usually pitches or hands the ,ball to
Reeed. Reed runs to the outside
where he becomes n1ore than a
threat: it is \Vhere he becomes .a
sprinter.
He sprints straight ahead, takes a
peek ·behind arid tl1en accelerates
toward the end zone.
Against the Bulldogs he didn't do
that. Everywhere ''Si lk' ' went the
mighty Bulldogs followed. \Vhen
Reed received the ball, they gang
tackled him. Reed said he was
prepared for the hard shots that
Bulldogs rendered. In fact, he lifted
weights during the summer to build
himself up because he kne\v he \vould
be a big target for opponents to hit .
Instead Reed showed his blocking
ability. He proved that he is durab le
and unselfish. Reed 1nade several
blocks, but he made two key blocks
t_h at helped the Bison to score. He
sees his blocking as a compliment for
the blocks his teammates give him
a.nd the ''glory, spotlight and the
~iress'' as secondary to team work.
'' They (teammates) give it up from
tackle to tack le, from the fullback to
t he receiver," explained Reed. ''But
when it's my· time to block on p'ass
plays, I want to give it up, I want to
do my part ."
Since the Bison have compiled a
record of 8-3 and 'Reed broke a 1,017
yard rushing record once held by
former Bison James Breakfield last
season, Reed has been receiving attention from the media. Because of
his recent performances, records and
statistics, he has received even more

1

against highly
ranked teams

l

Continued on page 12
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Erili. Nelson prep_ares to catch o.s batter ottemPts 'to "bunt.

I

Baseball team trains
for spring season
B Kondo D~le
.Y

J

-

The new lefthanded pitchers · are
freshme n Tom Brown, Sherman
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Brown, Murray Cailrt and Darrell
With the leaves of the fa ll season Moody.
beginning to flood the sidewalk anti
Other first year players~ who will'
the temper-atures starting to decline, help the Bison this year are: Howard
One w.;Jld ne,·er think a baseball House, a Jeftfielder; Vincent Harris,
season was just beginning.
a right fielder; and Darryl Carter, a
However, the baseball team has second baseman.
begun preparation for the upcoming
As in any sport, chem istry, mean1987-88 season. Biso n coach, Chuck
Hinton, is looking at \vha,t results he ing the willingness and readiness that
might get from 11e\v recruits, transfers each player has in playing alongsi~e
his teammates, is a must if a team ts
and returning ball players.
'' The fall season is basically a time to be successful. A player getting
for the freshmen to get used to play- along with his teammates off the field
ing Divis ion I ball and handling shows in the entire teams perfor·
school as wel l," said Hinton, ''the mance· on the field.
real seaso n is in the spring."
Catcher Erik Nelson, who is a .
Coach Hinton, who played for the
Washington Senators, would like to fourth year veteran .said this year's
improve upon the 20-23 record the team has chemistry. ''The attitude
Bison had last year. With four new this year is a lot better among the
lefthanders being added to this years plaYers,'' he said.
staff, impr9vement seems promising.
Returning players from last yea
Hinton said that pitching has been
a traditional \veakness for Bison include Brent McCoy, Maynar
teams. This year, with the addition of Clarke, Cluey Hargrove, Kevi
four southpaws and the return of Ringhold, Mel Miller. Arno!
riahthander, A11thony Young, the Gaines, Gus Johnson, Lyles Henry,
and Anthony Barrett.
pitching figures should improve .
So far this ·s eason, the Bison, h,av
Young is a righthander from San
Diego, Ca., who \vas ineligible last won two doubleheaders ag3ins
spfing. The coach is excited about George Mason University and th
Young, whose best pitches include a University of Maryland 10-7, 13and 14·?, 11 -5 respectively.
, .sinker, slider and curve ball.
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. program that recognizes
.
compensanon
I d
Kraft believes srronglY~n a .
the company's success. n a ~
0
our employee's con;r;~un~nc~mpetitive benefits package.
dition we offer a u an
ld
'
K ft. kno\vn around the \vor
A Fortune 50 company, ra isW ' e also known by our
for quality and performa~ce. er ny offering diverse
own people as a dynamic l~o~::re seeking a grad;iate
opportunities and challenge~ Yiness Administration,
or undergraduate degree.1n u: Human Ecology or
Liberal Arts and .Sc1en~~ l;arn more about why you
Engineering, we invite you
would want to work for Kraft.
<

TAKE THE
October 8

By Darlene Ellis

'The women did good
considering we were
playing the number three
ranked division team in
tlje nation.'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The men' s tennis team lost a close
5-4 match to Geor_getown University Monday at BanneKer Tennis
Courts.
''We had some bright spots," said
Coach Larry Strickland. One of those
included number one player captain
Haywood Willis, who had his first
win of the season (6-2, 7-6). ''Monday was a good win (for Willis); he's
'getting back to the good form of last
year," he said. ·
Other wins in singles were won by
number three player Mark Anderrson
(6-3,6-4) and number four player
Cedric Crear (6·3, 6-7, 6-3).
Also 1n singles, number two plaYer
Robert Bryant went to three sets and
Jost 4-6, 6-4, 3-6. Until this match,
Bryant was very consistent with his
play. Late in the match, Bryant
started having problems with his
serve, and trouble capitliizlng on
<;hoi ce shots.
Other losses in singles went to

atte11tio11 from the media.
So far Reed leads Division I-AA i11
scori11g (7 touchdowns, 44 points),
a11d rushing (71 carries, 557 yards).
I-l e is also second in all-purpose run 11ing \vitl1 566 yards.
Ndt only has Reed received a lot of

-----

October 8·9 ·

' COURSE.
COMPLETE
Kraft Information Exchange
The Howard Inn
Interviewing Schedules
The Howard Inn
Head
(See your Department
for these schedules.) ·•.

Photo by Keith Leadbetler

In singles, number one player
Kelley Wilson disproys top form.
Kelley Wilson lost 0-6, 2-6; number
two player·Tamiko Jackson 3-6, 3-6; - 1
number three player Mayet Lopez
number five player Rob-ert Crawford 3-6, 2-6; number foµr player Lisa
(4-6, 3-6) and number six player Mar- Knazze, 1-6, 3-6; number five player
ty Lewis in three sets (4-6, 7-6, 6-7). Kathy Scott, 1-6, 1·6; and number six.
In doubles, the team of Willis and ' playe'r Christine Calhounn, 3~6, 1-6.
Anderson won in three sets, 3-6, 6-3,
In doubles , the team·of Wilson and
6-3. The team of Bryant and Crear Jackson lost 2-6, 3-6, Lopez and
lost 6-7, 3-6 and the team of Shawn Knazze 0-6, 4-6 and Calhoun and
Bowen andl Lewis Jost 4-6, 2-6.
Scott 3-6, 0-6 ..
••·e verall, doubles a re better tllan
''Our strong point now is our
in the paso; I don't thiil.k- They've. desire, we're not quitting, " said
[Willis and Anderson] lost a match,'' Strickland. He added, ''We just have
Strickland said.
to get some match toughness under
On Tuesday, the men face our belt.''
,
American University, the Capitol·
Next Wednesday, the women face
Collegiate champions of last year. Georgetown at Banneker at 3 pm.
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Graduate into a rewarding career with Kraft.

.®

Kraft, Inc., One Kraft Court, Glen~iew,.1 11 60025
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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© 1987 Kraft, Inc.
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the General Assembly

.

Tuesday, October· 6, 1987

•

••
•
•
•

••

•

6 p._m. 1n Room 148 of the

•
•
••

•

•
·•

BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY

••

.

•
•
•
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CENTER
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•
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•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1• • !
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All members please attend .

Not only could we play hosi to the
entire population of most American cities1

'

'.
• _!' !,....•

• • • ~. • • ·~ "!I' • <'

"~

·-

own private bath and personal maid service
to boot .

We're Holiday Corporation and
that means leadership in 'the hospitality

EMBASSY
~=

industry. Leadership in terms of size .
Leadership in terms of diversity.
Holiday Corporation is a pioneer
in the development of hotel properties
tailored to the price considerations of
business and vacation trav¢lers. Holiday
Corporation is
innovator in guest
accommodations like all suites hotels,
teleconferencing services, and p:tore.
Holiday Corporation is many names and
one consistent quality.
Most important, we're a
thriving business
' .
\
If you've ever thoughl about
exploring careers in the hospitality industry,
we invite you to explore with us. Because
when it comes to having room to grow,
nobody has more roo1,11s than us .

S UITES'"
HOTELS

an

_,......¥./'

•
•
••
•
••
•
•
•
•
••
•
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COMP·U TER PROGRAMMER
TRAINEES

•

,.

HOLIDAY CORPORATION
will recruit on campus Thursday,
October 8, 1987. Embassy Suites - East
and Harrah's Marina will conduct
interviews.

·

..

Please drop by our booth at Career Day
to meet our recruiters!
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but we could provide each guest with their
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'..+-10 ELSE COULD
INVITE THE ENTIRE
CITY OF· SEATTLE TO
STAY OVERNIGHT?
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There will be an emergency
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CORPORATION .
The Leader In Hospitality
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Students! Faculty! Staff! Consortium! Community!
Are Invited to Attend the First .. .

'·
I

FRAZIER-WATKINS
EARN W/HILE YOU LEARN
\

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

Lets talk about opportunities in our BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS Home Office with THE NEW EN~LAND (formerly New England Life Insural\ce
Company) . .
To qualify for this 10-week training program you must have a 4-year college
degree and/or equivalent work experience and course work in COBOL or
another higher-level computer language (i.e. Fortran, PASCAL, Assembly,
PLI). Results of a programmer aptitude test will also be considered.

During this 10-week training program, you will be taught structured COBOL
TSO, JCL, and related programming skills in both classroom and on-the-job
training in an IBM main-f rame environment: 3033/3081/3090 OS/MVS/XA
IMS DB/DC).
·. '
'

Friday,

Octob~A,·

!

1987 .

Undergraduate Library Lecture Room
Howard University
3:15 p.m.

SPEAKER:
PROFESSOR JOHN LANGSTON GWALTNEY,
•
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
TOPIC:
ANTHROPOLOGY:A CORE BLACK FIELD
ASSESSMENT
' '
'

I

In addition to working in a truly state-of-the-art technical environment, The
New England's data processing professionals enjoy a comprehensive benefits
' package · and
salary
commensurate
with
experience.
This EARN WHILE YOU LEARN opportunity commences 'January, 1988.
Formore·information, come and meet with two representatives from The New
. England, Charles Leussler, Director of Information Management Systems and
Helena Wallace Simms, Consultant, Employment Services on Wednesday, October 7, 1987 from 5:00-6:00 p.m. OR October 8, 1987 from 11:00 a.m. to Noon.
Join us for refreshments, in the School of Business Faculty Lounge, Room 585.

'

For those still interested in pursuing this opportunity, we will proctor the Programmer Aptitude Test immediately following the informational meetings.

Professor Gwaltney is the author of Drylongso: A Self-Portrait of Black America
(Awarded Book of the Year in 1981 byt the Association of Black Antbropolo&lsts),
and won the prestigious Ansley Dissertation Award at CQlumbla Univenlty for Tiie
Thrice Shy.
-

His Frazier-Watkins lecture examines Afro-American perspectives on AmeriCan aodety, Afro-American Culture and anthropology. As in Drylongso, be presents the com·
munity's own commentary on the issues.
,

.-

•

Quotations from Drylongso •••
''When you don't know when you have been spit on, it does aot matter too mllCll
what else you know •••The bluest dUference between us ud wllite people 11 t11at we
know when we are playin1 ••• Somedmes I wonder If there are any otlMr. A••rk•zbesides us ••• I can handle black men; what I can't llaadle Is tldl prejadlce •••Wllem
you lose control of your body, you have jmt about lost all yoa ~aff ln Ibis wOlld ... I
think this anthropolo1Y ls just another way to caD me a niuer •• .''

r.
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•
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•
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Sponsored by the Deportment of Sociolo11Y aad A•tmopoiop', Boward u.. va lb
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that by working within, learning the
rules and playing the game, they can
deliver the goods. They can produce
changes,'' he said. ''But, the evidence
is not there .-Since the 1960s, the condition of blacks (as a whole) has gotten worse.''

Black
r

•

Continued from page 5

•

tions and situati9ns .
''It is -the dilemma of the black
journalist working for the white··
owned newspaper, the black professor teaching at a white university,
or the black corporate executive
working for a white business,'' Pe
said.
In order to further explain the
dilemma, Smith regressed to the
origin of blacks in politics. The integration of black leaders, he said,
emerged out of a protest to encourage
the advancement of the black race.
''The purpose of the protest w.as to
get us (blacks) inside and open the
(political world) up to us." This was
based uporf the notion that ''we can
solve our probleffis better jby working inside."
But, Smith stated that he is not
sure whether integration has or will
ever attain this goal.
•
''They (black politicians) claim
_t•f

A~

As examples of this decline Smith
cited a deterioration of the income
and health levels of blacks as being
simultanequs ,with the emergence of
blacks in politics.
''The more power blacks get insidethe system, the \\lorse the lot of blacks
becomes, .. i]e: added.
Smith also cited weaknesses of the
black race and supporters of black
politicians as a common dilemma. He
said that, in general, the system is not
de'sjgned to meet the demands of
.blaCks.

.

'

The system is structured to respond
best to ''well-organized, middle class
groups.'' These groups, according to
Smith,•• must have a substantial sum
of money, a fairly cohesive vote,
know how to write letters to influential political persons, go to meetings,
and have some resources.
The system is a pressure system people who control mon~y,
knowledge and information are those

•

who have power politically,'' he said .
''And this is not a description of
blacks."
Thi.$ .problem, according to Smith,
creates a weakness inside of the
political system.
''Our leaders are trying to practice
politics in a lower-class base in a
game where their colleagues are practicing in a middle-class base. Thus,
we have no real power to influence
' the system. We are trapped, we have
no place to go.''
Smith offered his suggestions as to
what is needed to remedy the
aforementioned dilemma. The first
of his ideas is that there is a necessity for blacks who are not directly
controlled by the political system.
''We need blacks working outside
of,the institution to keep those inside
honest and to create pressure on the
institution itself,'' he said.

from Robin
·1h a new look
'our semester w1
ear's worth of
Sh~pe-up Ytreat yourself to a full Y, p,\SSPOJn" Tu

~:~e~s~al'. h~r and s\d~~:~u~tudent's bud~~ to a

He added that ''most of us are
working our way into the system.
Young people have aspirations to be
within the system. Thus, black power
is no longer at the grassroots level."
Ultimately, Smith stated that
America's black politicians have
become ''more symbolic as leaders''
than effective as leaders. Perhaps,
this stems from a fear1of crossing
over that thin line.

savings makes it easy. f~m a 1/2 pl\lCt ll,\11\C
.
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SO~T CONTACTS LTD.
J.IEOIC'ALGROUPFOREYES Total

..................
$79
B&L Ext. Wear • . • •...

Add. PQ"(2weeks) ........ $50
Add. COIOr &:t. to-6
(Ind: Violet) ........ ... .... $71 _
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$65
$179
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We
mean
business.

i

'j

•

1

)

'

f
'
Colum\l~a

University's
location! tn New Yorki City
:ffiakes it the ideal pla~e for
graduate study in busi·
ness. A representative
from Columbia Business
·School will -visit your
campus to speak with students from all majors who
are interested in the

'

)

'

•

M.B.A. and Ph.D. pro,g rams in Business as well
as joint degrees with La\v,

•

'
•

Boston
•

New York
•

International Af(airs,

Public Health and other
disciplines. If a graduate
degree in Business is part
of your future, start planning for it now by talking
with our representative.
Contact your undergraduate placement office for
further det:ails.

'

I

,.

Washington
•

Date of visit: (
October S, 1987
•

•

+
•

'·

Introducing our new Student BreaksM program. Students who fly The Pan Am
Shuttle between New York, Boston, and Washington can earn credits for a free
roundtrip standby ticket to Europe on Pan Am. Just fill out this coupon, send it to 4s
·
between
and you're registered <1or firee. Once you're registered fl y just I0 times
Sept. I and June 30, 1988 and you'll earn your free ticket to Euiope or anywhere in
the U.S. Pan Am flies. And what's more, if you fly just 5 times you'll earn a free 1
round trip ticket on The Pan Am Shuttle .t

$45 stUJ:lenjfare.

r-----"'79-----,I
For a~lomatic enrollment, clip this COUP.On and
send 11 to:
Pan Am Shuttle Student Break

I
I·
I
~o. Box 9009
Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
I Name
I s1ree1
I Cily
Stat
.I School •
I' Home address

1p
.

The Pan

I
I
I
I

Shuttle makes iteasieron

Free Europcan /U.S. standby travel i~ valid only on P..m Am. Mooday-Thun;day. cfl'cctivc May 15. 19118 uni ii Sepiembcr I~. llJSI! when all tru\-el n1u.'il be l-onlplcled. ~Fn."C.S~lle tK;~ .:!In be u~Jul,y l-Duc111ba JI ..1~ . ~

and price!; sub_ie(;t lo change without noi:ice. Only 1;1.udents 12-22 years oflll!e areelil:liblc for Student Break proiran1. Proof of age rcquirl<t . Not l'Olltbinable with ocherpn;lll'altlOfL'I. di'll.'OUll5or1111~I~. Olherrnanc:t10M9PPl)l

I\

.

•

•

•

I
I
I

And remember our student fare. Students only pay $45.00 one way. Our student
fare is good for travel Monday-Friday 10:30am-2:30pm and from 7:30pm till 9:30pm. L:'. so<;-a1Sec_",;'Y_* - - - -· _ 10_,
_Hi..J
02
All day on Saturday and until 2:30pm on Sundays.

•
•

•

•

•

Fly JO times on The /'an Am Shuttle'" and go to Europe free.

Columbia
Business
School

'

•

1

•

•

l

•

•

'
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Reed , he said. In fact he said he just

Continued from page 9

!i'1------------media coverage lately, so has the
:, whole team and coaching staff. This

' past Tuesday both Channel 7 WJLA
and Channel 9 WUSA aired feature

....,stories about Reed and the football
program while CBS video taped the
footba ll program on Wednesday for
a show.

ESPN, the cable sports network,
and other television companies have
also featured the Bison. With that in
mind, Reed has become somewhat as
a marketing tool fo'r Howard.
''I think that it is real good because
in the future, it's going to bring a lot
of blue chippers here,'' he said. ''It's
going to look good for. the whole
program.
In addition to all the media

coverage, Reed now has a poster
which wjll be circulating around the
campus. The.poster
was designed
by
' .
.

••

Hospital

'

•
I

\

I

Continued from page 1

Children's Hospital and Georgetown
University.
The new system will require addi·
tional staff members including two
..J nurses, physicists, two radiologists,
three receptionistiS and six
technologists. Teal said that the
residents in radiology will rotate the
use of the system.
Access to students and interns will

Reggae

;

Continued fr.?m page 5

'

wants to ''stay low key and blend in
with the team'' just like he did when
he first came to H oward in 1984.
'' I didn 't expect to be brea king
records and be the all·time leading
rusher, ''said Reed. ''I just wanted to
coine here to help change the pro·
gram around and be on a winnlng
team.''
Now that the Bison are winning, he
wants to continue that by ''taking
one game at a time.''
''I do?Qt go out there saying I'm
going to get a hundred yards and
scorethreetouchdowns,"heexplain·
ed. ''I just say whatever happens is
, going to happen. I pray to God that
we come out with the wins."
There are many reasons why Reed
says he and the team are successful.
He says the coaching staff and his
· teammates are also responsible, but
most of all he believes it's eligibility.
·~staying in school is the only thing
that helped the Howard football pro·
gram,'' he added. ''That's the only
way you are going to have a winning
program.''

Caucus
Contirf'ued fro!TI page 5

seminar entitled, ''The Black Student
Under Attack.''
Owens focused on racial violence
on college campuses and thC"Lack of
adequate financial aid.
•,
He said the attack of black
students is a national problem, and
it demands national attention.
Other speakers addressing this problem included Dr. Williams Parker '.f
vice·chancellor of Minority Affairs at
the University of Kentucky, and
Adelaine Sanford, member of the
New York State Board of RegentsDepartment. They agreed that black
students need to first be aware that
racism exists and not let this stop
them from seeking a higher
education.
Capitol Hill was also the site of a
forum on ''Educating The Black
Child'' and ''Students in Search of
· Themselves.''
•
Dick Gregory, civil rights activists
and founder of the ''Bahamiam
Diet'', participated in both forums,
stressing the importance of black
co lleg~s .

·1

MEAC championihip would have

..... - ..

Museum

Continued from page a

Accordjng to U.S . Bureau
of Labor Stat istics esti·
mat es. the job classifj.
cat ion with the m ost o pen·
ings likely between now
and 1900 is that of com·
p uter service t echn icia n.

regions in Africa.

Objects of Use focuses on
elaborately crafted headrests, basket ,
water vessels and other objects of daily use. The purpose of the exhibits is
simply to appreciate superior craft·
smanship of Africa.

effects digital mechanism and other
metal devices. Dr. Ferguson said that
The gift Shop, also located on the
the system may also be a problem for · first level, is inadequate compared to
patients with clostrophobia.
the quality of the museum . Never·
''The patient is laid on a stretcher
theless, the African books and
amd moved into a large cavity,. Some
records for sale arc impressive. A
people can't stand that,'' she said.
number of posters, cards and a
''We're looking forward to it. It is
limited amount of jewelry may also
.an exciting new technology that,
be purchased.
essentially, every new hospital in the
~country has or will _ha,ve in the
The second level is devoted to the
future,' said Teal.
exhibit African Art in the Cycle of
''In order for Howard University Life. The artwork was loaned by
Hospital to stay a state of the ~rt museums including the Metropolitan
hospital, we have to keep up with Museum of Art, the British Museum
{this kind of] technology," he said . as well as private collections. All
works in the the exhibit are grouped

-------

guest artists. Thus, after three years
the festival was moved to Bar1neker
Field on Georgia Ave.
Since that move, in the summer of
1985, the festival has proven to be
profitable for all concerned. It has increased the attendance from a mere
5,000 in 1982 to approximately
30,000 this year, according 'to infor·
mation obtained from the D.C.
police department.

Jacksori. spoke of his intention to
formulate an international economic
Marshall Plan in tandem with Japan
to ''get the third world back on its
feet.''
He declared that there was a
message to the caucus in terms of
who chose to come to the forum and
who did not. Govenor Bruce Babbitt
of Arizona, Senator Paul Simon of
Illinois and Senator Albert Gore, Jr.
of Tennessee, were the announced
Democratic candidates who did not
appear, and no Republican candidate
participated.
Schroeder addressed issues regarding military problems and defense
spending.
''Did you know that one billion
spent on defense creates 10,000 fewer
jobs in America than one billion
spent anyplace else? ... Jhe military
industrial complexes are the welfare
queens of the Reagan Aclministra·
tion," she said.
•
All candidates supported the
strengthening of Affirmative Action
· as well as more jobs for American
workers.
The caucus would have been incomplete without the mention of
foreign affairs.
Dr. Fan tu Cheru, an African
Studies professor at, American
University, led a panel discussion on
the crisis in Africa. She stated that
although Africa cannot survive
without help from the west, the direc·
tion of African self-reliance must
shift from continUed depenl:l.ence on
the west. He added that Africa's ma·
jor problem is politics, compounded
by stagnation and decline in
agricultural output. O.ther panelist included: Dr. Fathia
Mahmoud, researcher at the National
Institute of Health; Robert Brown,
member of the subcommittee on In·
ternational Development, Institute
and Finance; Mel Foote, an Africare
volunteer; and Cecile , Count, a
representative frOm TransAfrica.
The Congressional Black Caucus
attracted people from all over the na·
tion . People of various backgrounds
who share a common interest in the
progression of the black race were
there.
The caucus began in 1969 as an ef.
fort to outline legislation that would
benefit blacks and other minorities.

things to come.•• He continued, ''lf
we had not won thia same then a

play llid that ''Uvin' Fat'' Alp

•

Play.

I

I 6x

ev•JOM u a mri· rtqr praa.i•
b111e it ii a CIZzd)r.
The cut el ''Uvia'Pat'' t 1Vi
•.._ '
own outloot on.'brir lffona la Ille
produetloo.. Juan Cai•' '·d, a
90pbomore in 'be CoU"'t.or Pine

seemed like a distant dream.''
' ' A fter this aame, which was very
Continued from P199 8
Continued from page 9 important to us. it does not matter
whether or not the team is. ranked na· frustrl.tions and the cast Members
Arts, plays 'be character
WI Lei
Brunson said , ''They were tough , but tionally, although it's nice to know feelina towards one another,'' Colin the play, "My_. towards lhs
we were better; their defense kicked someone is watching ,'' said Jeffries . lie said.
play is more positive bec.11• we
lJ5 in the behind , but we were able to ''This let me know t hat my football
Some members of the production
show them that this was not just a team has character and talent , staff felt that doing a comedy was a made it come to life,'' he said. ,
tone up gam~.··
because it will come in all due time.'' challenge for them. ' ' Comedy is very
,Margo Wes't, a sophomore in the
''This game gave us hope as far as
T he Bison are off t his week, but difficult to do, because playing with
College of Fine Arts, plays Candy.
She said, ' ' We really have to do our
winning it all,'' said offensive guard will continue their quest for a MEAC t:he words of t he script make it funCalvert Thomas, ''because after championship next week as they face nier than playing it straight,'' Collie best so the audience will come back
and seee the next play,''Agnus of
beating S.C. State we have somewhat Towson State Oct. IO in Towson, said.
earne~ 01:1r respect, and 1 see great Md.
N.anie Jenkins, stage man3:g~r for the God.'•
~-__._._....~....----.-.-;;'-"""'--~-~~~--~~~--~--~-----------.,..----"--------.,-----~
under seven headings which define
the traditional use o f sculpture in
-···· ··~.....
African societies.
·

be limited because the system is still
undergoing research on the exact af·
feet that it has on the body, although
it is believed to have ''no harmful af.
fects," said Watson.
''There will be primary exposure to
radiology--residents and physicians.
ExpOsure will be 'secondary' to other
medical residents because it is a
research tool,'' he said.
Teal noted that residents were
allowed to train on the MRI to
prepare them for certifying board examinations that will teast them on use
of the machine.
Watson said, because of the elec·
tro magnetic pull the sysfem has, it

''A white institution can't teach a
black child what he needs to know,''
G regory sitid. ''Everytime a black
college ~loses, we close. We will
determine where they go. If they continue to get str-onger, it's our success,
and if they fail · it's our fault.''
As caucus activities continued
through the week~nd, Saturday's
agen da was higJllig hted by a
speakout by presidential contenders .
Rev. Jesse Jackson, Massachusetts
Governor Michael Dukakis, Missouri
Senator Richard Gephardt and CongreSs woman Pat ricia Schroeder
disouted isslies that each would need
to deal with if elected President of the
United States.
Gephardt stressed his commitment
to improve educational standards for
Americari citizens. H e also emphasized the need for a better economic and
social justice.
Dukakis referred to his guber·
natorial record as evidence of his
JeadCfsh ip ability. He pointed out
to this story were: Trinette Jones;
t hat in the last two years, 40,000 Contributing
Korva CoJeriian; Lenora Harris; Yokmdra Piwn·
Massach usetts families have come off mer; Lesli Franklin; Sophia Tignor; Jennifer
welfa re and returned to work.
Jweniora; and Endqfe 'formiro.

•

v •CtOfY

I

}

called 'reggae' but we all need to at·
tend because we identify with
everything but ourselves. We need to
recognize the art of our cultures,"
said Lukman.
Reggae Festival. Inc. was formed
six years ago by Ricky Hillocks, who
was the first West Indian to open a
This year, the entertainment
West Indian record shop in 1969. In
featured international artists th3t
1982, he decided to start the festival ·ranged from relatively unknown ar·
in Malcolm X Park, 16th St. N.W. tists such as Ras Karbi, Barrington
The festival is partly funded from
Levy, and Sister Carol to interna- 1
donations obtained from entities such tional reggae queen Judy Mo\vatt,
as The Committee to Promote who was one of the original singers
Washington D.C.; DJ.too Radio Sta- performing with Bob Marley. A
·tion, which provided free advertising; Washington D.C. based band, Carl
Budweiser, which donated banners Malcolm and the Positive Vibrations,
and flyers; and various other private closed the show.
donations.
.
· D.C. is the only city in the nation
However, most of tl\e. funding -· to ha'lle such an 'event. The future
stems from the sale of vending space. plans of the festival organizers in·
The sale of such space caused a pro· elude becoming financially stable so
bler_n at _Malcol~ X Park because that. they \viii be able to handle the
police .said that 1t was too hard to ·growing demand of people from
supervise the vendors there.
.
other cities who wish to attend and
The vendors w_ould take their participate in the celebration. In the
goods out on the s1dewalk 1 and end future funds derived from the event
up making all. of ~h~ money. This will · b~ used partially to establish a
move . made 1t di!f_1cult for the musical scholarship for st udents of
organizers of the festival to pay the West Indian descent .
'

'

I

the Sports Information Department.
The exposure has not changed

Reed
I.

I

•

· A unique aspect found in the exhibit is the u se of photographs. Pie·
tures of contemporary and historic
African regions and peoples juxtaposed with the artwork,' plac~s thC
art in a viewing context that ts less
abstract.
A number of tours, workshops,
lectures and gallery talks will be offered in various aspects o f African

'

art . A hands o n workshop in various
African Pottery Techniques will be

taught on Oct. I0 and 17, by Winnie
Owens.Hart , an associate professor
at Howard University.
Teacher
worksho ps and events for .children
and fami les are also scheduled .
The National Museum o f African
Art, loCated on Independence Ave. at
10th Street S.)V. will continue it s
opening Saturday and Sunday with
Senegalese, Ugandan and Ethiopian
folk music from 7 to 9 p.m . Regular
museum hours are from 10 to 5:30
p.m. daily.
•

.
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PRESIDENT OF ZAMBIA

and current
CHAIRMAN

OF '.l:'HE
•

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY

'

at a

•
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SPECIAL CONVOCATION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1987

'

All students,

•

at 2 P·•·

,

'

•

in cramton

.
faculty

.
.
Aud1tor111•
-

.

,

and staff are encouraged to atte?d.

The university will confer on President Kaunda
an honorary doctorate deqrea

I

,,
-

•

I

I

•

Gibson
-

together . There are a lot of things going on I don't know about that I
" I w1s
. h we •cou11d wor
. k c1nser
' Out he hasn't
could advise him on,

••

'' Dental School is going to be
what you make it,'' said Devin Goodman , vice president of the group.
''We are here to support tho s~.._.....
students wishing to attend dental
school."
_
.
.
According to Grant, he 1s getting
just that support. '' (The society}
helps you with building up your study
habits . They tell you what ' s out
there, \vhat to expect on tests.''
Students interested in becoming a
member of pre-dental society are asked to attend the groups next meeting
at 5:30 p.m . Tht1rsday in the Deiltal
School.

Continued from page 4

•

''Dental school is hard already and
trying to deal with racism makes it
more difficult," said Dr. J .B. Martin, a former H o,vard Dental School
graduate . ''I recommend H oward.''
''After you graduate, whites are
not going to come to you any,vay,"
said James Holl ~y, JV .

ho\v to startbusinesses, so that we ca11
support our own. "He saiCi black
business people shou ld not only plan
on getting a job for themselves, but
that they sh.o uld be ''pla nning on
how to create jobs for all black people.''
''Beca use we are behind, \Ve have
to do more focusing on economics.
Black people need to learn about
business," said Raye .
Other discussons \Vere held
throughout the day. Other
distingt1ished spea kers incll1ded; Brig
Owens, former Washington Redskin_.
Eugene· Kinlo\\', D.C Board of
Edi.ication chairman.Mayor Marion
Barry, and Dr. Elias Blake, former
pr9sident of Clark College.
Ke~ne and Thomas said that they had
11ot expecteQ gathering to have such
a larger resp~nse. ''we just wa11ted to
bring key people \vho knew about
things ... , ''said Keene.
''\Ve wanted people \vho \vere out
tl1ere doing things that other people
ought
to be doing, "said, Keen e .~
.

Conference
•

•
Continued from page 4

South Taylor, doe.sri't necessari ly
mean that

you're

headed

for

.',diaster,' :Monroe said.

•

·i, A!So oil hand were rerresentatives
from variou~ black organizations.
There were members from groups includi ng; Congress of National Black
ChurcheJ;, Bl ack Man' s Forum, Mational Youth at Risk Program, and
1
Thx.Hurrica~es.
Aifother ·gmup in attendence \vas
the Majestic-eagles, a support group
fo r black buSiness O\vners based in
Washington. John Raye,owner of an
advertising arid public relations firm,
is founder of the Majestic Eagles.
''The idea is to get black people into busimess, "Raye said. ''We learn

.

SHOOTING STARS
Life in the photogra phi c
fast la11e just got easier and
inorc colorful-th iinks to a 11

•

11 1nazi11g r1e\v developme11t ir1

'

.

.,:· j;
•"•-iii

c<ilor pri11t filn1 tech11ology
p\011ecrcd b.v Konica. 1'ht! 11ew
Ko11ica S R-V3200 Color Print
l~il r11 is the \vorld's fa stest .
a11d it opens the door to a
\vhole tlC\V dimension in pl1oto-

'
•

'

\

Job
Fair
I

--

13

•

'

Speakout text and photos
compiled by Merriman King

Continued from page 2
declare the event a success until
''som~ of our currefit vacancies are
fil led asa result of this job fair," she
I don 't feel that people with
said .
AIDS shOuld necessarily be set
Upon a rrival, participants comapart from the rest of society. See~
pleted a form outlining their educaing that the people who contract
tion and job experience and then were
the disease are victims of cirdirected to a rePresentative, from an
cumstance, we as an American
appropiate department who discusssociety must' work together to find
ed possible job opportunities.
a cure. We should not lopk down
I support rather thail /ridicule
However, Gibbs said, only those in
on these people, but we should be
them. AIDS is not just a problem
whom the recruiters were particularcautious.
of those infected with the virus . It
ly interested received a~plications .
is a problem that we all must face
_O pportunities for students were
Oscar Johnson
and attempt to solve by educating
limited since most of t.he positions
Marketing
ourselves, not isolating ourselves.
have ful l-time daytime hours. OccasMiJ,vaukee , WI
sionall y, Gibbs said the hbspital will
Freshman
Ameera Graves
employ nursing students part-time .
Psychology
Although hi-ring is up to the inMemphis, TN
dividual agencies_, Gibbs said persons
Sophomore
_already affi\i ared with Howard are
''ear1n arked. ''
Jackie Coleman, a Howard alumnus and teacher at the Georgetown
School of Science and Arts, heard
about the fair on the radio and ccame
to look for jobs for her students.
•
''I thought it was st1perb and very
interesting," Coleman said of the job
fair.
The event was advertised in The
No, I do not feel that AIDS vicWashi11gton Post and in the univertims or car riers should.be isolated
No, I don't feel that AIDS vicsity's Capstone newsletter. WHUR
from the general community. Thi;; ~ tims should be separated from
radio and WHMM television also
everyone in society. Seeing that the
victims and/or carriers have the
carried advert isements.
right to social interaction just as
media is making the majority of
'' H oward doesn't advertise in the
the recorded cases seem as though
paper all the time," said Reginald I anyone else, because social inthey are coming from the Black
teraction is a very r.iecessary part
Jetter, training coordi11ator at
community, that would not only
of human life. But, I believe that
Phy sical Facilities Man agement .
give our white counterparts an opthe people 'vho the victims and/or
''Usually you have to want to work
portunity to put us down more,
ca rriers come in direct contact
at Howard to \vork here. It (the job
but it would also separate the
with , such as relatives and colfair) is a good way to let people know
leagues, have the right to know , ''Black Family'' even more. I'm
\vhat the jobs were all about."
sure if we ,co me together under
that the AIDS vic1ims and/or carlmani Crosby, a 1978 Howard
1
riers
do
have
the
disease.
Al
DS
t
hat
old
doctrine
that those
graduate, returned for the job fair.
families that pray together' stay
victims and carriers should not be
'' It \Vas more than \vhat I extogether, we wi ll be able to wipe
isolated from society, but at the'
pected," she sa id. '' I e~pected a
out the spread of this disease that
''cattle-cal l, but it was pretty well per- ., same time, !hey should should not
is unjustly tearing our family
carry on as if they do not have the
~ona li zed and decentralized.''
apart.
disease.
Crosby inte(viewe d with the
Ho,,.,·ard University ' Press whose
Daniel L. Goodwin
Travis W. Parker
representative was Connie McCray .
Political Science
Chemistry
''Very few minorities have boc;:ik
Spartanburg, SC
Branchville, VA
publishing experience. The job fair is
Sophomore
Junior
excellent in fil ling such posit.ions,"
she said .

...

I feel that AI DS victims should
not be isolated from society,
because they are still citizens and
human beings with rights . T he
co m mu n ity should be m a de
knowledgeable about the A IDS
virus and safely _precautions
against it. If the community works
together AIDS can be conquered,
and AIDS victims can escape
isolation.

·1

RCgina Davis
Management
Macon, GA
Sophomore

•

Idealistically speaking, l feel
that AIDS victims should not be
completely isolated from the rest
of society, because AIDS isn't
spread through casual int'e raction.
Yet, there is an A IDS scare
throughout the nation which
causes people to shun those victims of AIDS. This AIDS. scare
mania can possibly affect our
society.
· If AlDS spreads at the rapid
rate it is anticipited to, then society would be congested even more
with victims and With those who
can't cope with the victims. What
kind of society would this
become? Frankly, I just want to
do what is best for our society.

r

•

.

Dean S. Bratton
'
Marketing
Diamond Bar; CA
Sophomore

1

graph~ fr.eedom.

•

Page

Speak out~~~~~~~----.
How do·you think peo.ple with
AIDS should be treated ? ·

to me i'' Lightfoot said .

''And for that reason, I'm sorry,"
she said.
''He doesn 't seCm to be open for
suggestions. He doesn't seem to be
open to opinions of the board,'' Providence said. ''He's acting as if it's
a one-man show.''
'' It' s gonna happen regardless of
Joe Gibso n. I just don't ~now how ·
it's gonna turn out," Providence
said.

Continued from page 3

Dental ·

•
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Lesspn # 3:

Professional Deve;lopment
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·!<-raft believes that co ntinuin . ed
. . ,
is essential to reflni~g their talen~s ~c~tfon ~or all managers·-

to be truly successliul Th· .
an in<reas1ng their chances
.
·
is
1
s
accomplish~ h
h .
·
curriculum of formal ed
. I
. t roug our own
ucationa progra
100% tuition
.
re fu nd program and 0 h -. b
. . ms, a

.-· · -~·'

'

n~t e~1?

tra1n1ng.

A Fortune 50 com
K ft .
World for quality ap~ny, f.ra IS known around the .
by our own people a~ a PJr orm~nce. We're also known
diverse opportunities and chn~lmtc company offering
a graduate or under rad
a enge~. If you are· seeking
' istration, Liberal Agrt uat~ ~e~ree in Business Adm.in.
or Engi'neering we' . s. an
c1ences, Human Ecology
.

... >ff.'· ''
... ·.:.· ; ·.,
'

'

ILllll3~1
IVA~l31

'

invite you to learn
L
you woul~ \varlt to work for Kraft.
more ayout why
.

TAKE .THE COMPLETE COURSE.
•

..

Cramton Auditorium
Friday _2.nd Oct. 87
7:10 p.m.
Admission:

October 8
October

1

I

'

'

s.9

¥ hraft Information Exchange .
e H oward Inn

I I

In ter viewing Schedul~s
T he H oward Inn
,
(See your Department Head ~
these schedules.)
or

'

I

Graduate into a rewarding career with Kraft.

•

I
•

•

®

Sponsored by: Mayo Travel Agency• Empire Stationers, Inc.
American Automobile Associa tion - Potomac

Kraft, Inc., One Kraft Court, Glenyiew, Il 60025
An Opportunity Employer

© 1987 K<.ft, Inc.
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Help wonted
The Howardfest is in need of a writer
and a photographer to work with the

show. Please respond by Oct.
9,1987. Come by Room 109
Blackburn for more details.
The HUSA Self-Help Collections
Committee needs· volunteers for an
alumni calling program to aid in the
funding of the Self-Help program.
Contact Eric (265·5209) or stop by
the HUSA office in Blackburn and
leave a message. Thank you for your
cooperation .

,r

DANCE INSTRUCTORS wanted by
YMCA to teach ballet/creative dance
to elementary school students in
N.E./S.E. Part-time afte rnoons :
$6.00 p9r hour. Experience required. Call 39&2600.

ATTENTION WISCONSINITES!! Our
seoond meeting will be held on Friday Oct. 2 at Spm in the Blackburn
Forum.

DRAMA COACH needed to work
with elementary school students at
N.E. school. Part-time afternoons.
$6 .00 per hour. Experience in the
arts. Call 398·2600.

Announcements
Attention! Are you looking for the
hottest Lad ies Night in town? Every
Sunday at the ROXY free for Ladies
from 9-10!!
·

Earn up to $5,000 next school year
n1anaging on-campus marketing programs for top national compariies.
Flexible part-time hours. Must be a The Howard University Pre.medical
Jr., Sr., or Grad Stu.dent. Call Yasmin · Chapter of the Student National
at 1 ·800·592·2121
Medical Association will have a
general meeting pn October 6, 1987
Wanted : l!ifeguards and attendants in . the Forum (located in the
Where : Naval Research Lab. Rec .. Blackburn Center). Th e meeting will
Club
,
begin at Sp.m. All those interested
(Off Rt . 295. near Bolling AFB)
in a career in a !health-related field
Pay: $5.03 per hour
are strongly urg:ed to attend.
Time: Flexible hours. Club operates
M-F: 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 'and 3-9 p.m. THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS CLUB
Sat. and Sun : 12·5 p.m.
.
will have a meeting on Wednesday,
Contact Becky or leave message at October 14, 1987 at 5:30p.m. in
' 767·2560
Locke Hall Room 105. All are
welcome to attend this meeting.
WE 'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN to serve as role models, The Howard University Pan-Hellenic
tutors , and all around positive in- Council preserlls "THE GREEKS
fluences for area.young people. Join COME OUT AT NIGHT" !!!
SOAR , Scholars Organized Against Friday, October 2 , 1987
Regression for an informal mixer, Blackburn Ballroom
Oct .8 , 1987 , 5-7p.m. in the Gallery 10:30p.m. · 2 :00a.m.
1 Lounge , Blackburn Center. For more
Tickets $3.00
information call 636-7857.
lhe International Business Society
The Howardfest is in need of a writer is having a general meeting. All
·and a photographer to work with the • members and International Business
show . Please respond by Oct.9, Majors are urged to attend.
1987. Come by Room 109 , October 7th or 8th, Room 217
Blackburn for more details.
School of Business, 4 :00-5:00 both
- - - - days.
Student by day .... Environmental
ATTENTION: THE OMEGA
Crusader By Ni~ht!!! Dust off your
RENAISSANCE IS HERE!ll
cape , earn$$$, and qualify for front
PART I. HAPPY HOUR, FRIDAY
line polit ical work :STOP pesticide
poisoning , LEARN political organiz- OCT. 2 , 1987
5·8 p .m. WOODIES HILLTOP PUB
ing skills, TRAIN for '87 and '88
PART II. PARTY WITH THE QUES,
elect ions. 10-40 hours/wk. Eve
ft .Ip\. Sal. $S·71hr. Advcmtl travel SATURDAY OCT. 3 , 1987
opps. Toxics never sleep ...take a 10 p .m.·2 a.m., SHILOH FAMILY
LIFE CENTER 19th&P St. , NW)
meaningful job and be part of the
PART 111. CALL TO CHAPEL, SUNsolution ! Cal l CLEAN WATER
DAY OCT. 4 , 1987 11 a.m.
ACT I 0 N.- · 547·1196.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
YMCA Urban Program Center offers
positions of tutors to interested CHURCH , 1225 R ST., NW
students . Part-time afternoons . BEWARE : THE DOGS OF OMEGA
$6 .00 per hour. Experience helpful . ISHALL UNITE
Call 398·2600.
~~~~~~~~~~~ ·

v

TYPIST - WORD PROCESSOR· Say,
you're a Student for Special Student
Rates · Call Pat 649·7348.

PRSSA, The Public Relations Stu_.
African and African American actors dent Society of America invites all
and actresses needed for thesis film . PR students to experience Publlc
For audition, information call Relations with us ... See PR Bulletin ,
Dept. of Journalism , School of
699·1657.
Comm. for details.
Students·-Faculty··Staff··top prices
paid for used and unwanted books PRSSA joins its Student Council in
with resale value. Tim Jones, TAJ promoting the 18th annual "MISS
Book Service 722·0701. Support a SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS"
PAGEANT held Wed ., Oct. 7 at
student enterprise.
7p.m., Armour J. Blackburn Center
October 8, from 7:30-9:30 p.m., at Ballroom. Featuring door prizes! See
Kay Spiritual Life Center (on you there.
'
American University campus, 4400
Massachusetts Ave ., NW) , DO Two complete twin beicis including
BLACK JOURNALISTS HAVE A matress, box spring, frame, and
SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY TO THE headboard. Both beds in great
BLACK COMMUNITY? Panelists shape. Asking $150 each. Also a
are: Juan Williams of The Hewlett-Packard 41 ·C program·
Washington Post, Gwen McKinn of mable super-calculator. Includes 4)(
National Alliance of Third World Jour- memory expansion module, time
nalists, Don Foster of WPFW Radio , module, and all annuels. Asking
and 9 panelists to be named later. $200.
Call Robert at '.183·0_866.
'
Homecoming
'87
Presents: Registration for the Fall 1987 onMOTOWN COMES TO HOWARD campus recruitment program and
AUDITIONS Tuesday, "otober 6, other services is September 21 - Oc1987, Blackburn Auditorium, tober 30, 1987 ,between 10:30am 6:30p.m. Sign up at the Homecom- 3 :00pm . Late hours:Wednesdays ing Office. 15 spaces are available 5:00pm · 6:30pm. Bring ID and cur·
for auditions. Grand Prize - $350. rent Certificate of Registration to
present for materials. Sign-ups for inS ELF HYPNOSIS. Yearning to terviews begin October 5. Interviews
learn ... Back to School. .. Oldest start October 19.
Method ... Newest Tool. .. Self Hyp· Registration
Deadline:
nosis is the Rule! 3 sessions. Stu- October 30, 1987
dent rates. P.Deben Certified & Deadline for submitting College InRegistered
Hypnotherapist. terview Form: November 6,1987
722·4587.
The above procedure is mandatory
for participation in the program.
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
COMING EVENTS· FALL 1987
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Careers
Exploratidn
Day:
sponsor
• October7,1987,10:00am·4:00pm,
The 1987 Annual Beulah E. Burke Ballroom,Blackburn Center
Essay Contest:
Graduate and Professional Schools
''Should Blacks Join in Celebrating Information Day:
the Bicentennial of the US Constitu- October 22, 1987, 1O:OOam·4:GOpm
tion.''
Ballroom,Blackburn Center
All essays must be typed, double For further information call
spaced, 500-800 words and turned 636·7513. Lo cation: Student
in on Oct. 12th between 1 Oa.m. and Resource Center, 2nd Floor, C.B .
12noon to Sutton Plaza Room 1003 Powell B.uil;ding, 6th&Bryant Sts,
~...,,.--...,.-,,....,---,c-:=--=- - NW ..
The Howard University Premedical The Ladi~s of Alpha €hapt8r-. - Chapter of the Student National delta Sicima Theta Sorority, Inc. are
Medical Association would like to an- : sponsbring a tutorial program to
nounce its upcoming meeting on Oc- benefit the children of the
tober 6, 1987, from 5p.m.- 7p.m. in Washington area. 1480 Girard
the ForUm of Blackburn Center.
St. ,NW {Girard st.-- Shelter) October
5th & 7th; 4-6pm. If interested
please call 387·8861or544·1378.
•

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc . present the 11th ann1J~I Walk-a-Thon on
October 17th. Stay tuned for more
details!!!

- -Video tape conversion from US Stan-----~-~~.

'

-· --·

Have you
considered
working in
Washington,

-

.......... 'r.

'

! .

dard (NTSCI to foreign standards
IPALISECAMIPA L M).
PAL/SECAM/PAL M are standards
used in most , countries in
Europe ,Asia ,Africa ,and
South
America . Convert your Y2 ' ' VHS
made in the U.S.A. to your country's
video standard or vice versa. Quality is as good as your original.
$40.00. Ca" 291-6677 Reviera
Enterprises.

I

Attention all skiers!!! Meeting Oct.
8th, Blackburn study lounge. Please
attend and help me make the
schedule for this yecir's ski season.
Questions please call Tom a:t
860·4049.

D~C.?

PROFESSIONAL
WORD
PROCESSING
Typing - Editing - Careful
Fast
Beautiful Laser Printing
966-1909

Consider CLOSE UP.

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING
BY LEGAL SECRETARY. Extremely
detail-oriented; checks grammar and
citations. Usually 1-2 day turnaround. Will meet you at HU . CALL
JEAN , 593·9689

•

As a Program /flstructor,
you "//

behind-the-scenes
for a close up look
at Washington . 0 C.

T

he Close Up Program, the nation 's
largest onsite government studies
program. is looking for talented , issues·
oriented college graduates interested in
tulltirre part-year positions as Program
Instructors.
,
More than 35 positions in Washington , D.C .
will be available-15 starting in October
and 20 starting in January; all lasting
throtJgh May , 1988.

Requirements
•A desire to work with high school students
in the stimulating, fast-paced environment
of out nation's capital, and a willingness to
put in long hours.
•A bachelor's degree in poli\ical science,
international relations, American History,
government, or related fields . Or a degree .
in secondary education with a social
'
studies concentration.

.

'

.,

'

COMING SOON!!!
The ladles of Alpha Chapter,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
invite you to experience our
HOMECOMING 1987!!!
"CATCH THE WAVE"'!
Don't miss it!
Leave him ''breathless'' with Avon's
new exhilarating fragrance . To sample and to order quality products, call
Lynnette
at
797·1786.

For rent
Two giant furnished bedrooms, In
house. Wall to wall carpeting, $300
each· includes all . $200 this month.
605 Florida Ave. 387·7568.

Personals
Hampton,' Va.:
The weekend was truly enjoyable.
especially the ''all-niter. '' I'm looking
forward to whatelfei the rest of the
year has in store for us.
The Blue One
Anderson
Hello,
Mr.
U R WEAK is up!!
The loss is yours. Get it!
Goodbye,
Miss D. KEITH
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY ,
•
McMURTHRY!!!
THE BOYS

Duties

•
•
•

• Attend onsite seminars throughout the
capital area.

••
••
••

•Assist with administrative duties.

We would like to thank the brothers
of Alpha Chapter. Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. for their help in the
D.C. Mayor's Coming of Age
Celebration,
on
Saturday ,
September 16, 1987.
MB.ndlngiO,
WOOD'ls GOOD. But yours will be
BETTER I!
SLYY .STRIKES ONE LAST TIME
We would like to thank the brothers
of Alpha Chapter, Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. for their help in the r
D.C. Mayor's Coming of Age
Celebration,
on
Saturday,
September 16, 1987.

Tri his moment of g rief ' our deepest
sympathy goes out to Mr. Raymond
Archer lllrd, director of student activities, on the loss of his mother.
The
Hilltop
Staff

'

To my sands, Wendy Ricketts, in her
shinning moment,
Good Luck with your endeavor
tonight. I'm behind yo~ all the wayl
6·A-87 Poodle II
To my best buddies in the world,
Jenfen and Miss Wiss thanks for the
support you've given me through th0
years. I love you guys.
·
T-bone .
To T .L. In my P.S. class:
Are you SURE I can't win your affection. The guy with the flower.
Mr. Garry,
I really appreciate y;our being there
all the times I needed someone to.
talk to. You hold a very speclal place
in my J-;eart. Please have patience
and wait for me.
Love ,
•
Babe"
Your" Michigan
To that cutie I saw coming out of
Slowe last.Sunday morning (stepp·
ing into the Peugeot),
I've got my eye on you, but you
haven't been in my line of vision this
week. When will I see you again?
From black car and Ray-Bans

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS

Cles•••

Dlffftoty ol
TM oflkal
.-.g!.1rallon publlcatlon for your

tchool .... par1·11mt ..." po.itlont et1an.bl• contaelfrv ..... '"9l'Chanll

abwl tdv•lll•lr4il In your .c~......r.
dr.ctory.

-

WS"OFFER:

•• "'°'""~-~''""''*"'•'oMnr•ht
ExoWl«lf botiu• •hlcfl.rrao

....

DR.ROCK
My most precious moments are
spent with you. You are my a~gel
and the best thing yet to come into
my life. Do you believe me?
SUNSHINE

Ml••

• Tr&lnlrw ltld
~pott
- lnvMJab# ·~ loryofJI"

•ta-IW•
,__..,,
...'""'

0

WE"REOIJRE:
• S«f

To the Brothers of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.
Thanks for y"our assistance in our
tutoring program.
Slncerely,
Shiloh Male Youth Project
Donkey,
.....
Have a nice weekend.
I'll miss you!
L.L.

1

• R1xb# how• ID ll'lffl your

Pooh,
Someone from Cow-Town loves ya,
so how about a roll in the hay?!?!
S.J. Hick

Carmoninque,
I am tired of waiting.
From you know who .'

l_

0

~
•'

............

• ~ NW• ID wfn in a buaht•

• P.op/• wllo wanf ID W«:"1d

•'

For.~

lmfv'- oont.;t
Thom frMk at 1{IOO) 221._.2
In lllnole (312) MT-IMO

I ~eclory 01 Classes I
Publl11Md by
Arn.ric:.n P-aga Miiia Corporation

' ARN

$1000$
STUFFING
ENVELOPES
USH $1.00 AND A SELFDDRESSF.D
STAMPED
NVELOPE TO:
'
.
J.W. INC.
2320 ROSLYN A VE.
DIST. HGTS., MD

. 10747
------·--

r,

I

''
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Jamal's Pizza Hall
,
Corner· of New Hampshire
ano Georgia Avenues, NW
291-2247

•
••

• Lead ·g roups of 20 students in discussion I
and activity workshops.

Gregory,
For todays happiness,
yesterdays memories
and tomorrows dreams .. ...
I Love You.
Happy Birthday, Big Sexy I
Shari

·-·

To the Brothers of Phi Beta· Sigma
Fraternity,· Inc.: Progressive is the
word. Thanks for all the love and caring that is so evident in all that you
do. ''Our cause speeds on its way.''
We love you.
Your illustrious Starlet Court

• • • • •••••••••••••••
••
•
•
•
•

take students.

~

ATTENTION ;FACULTY, STAFF,
STUDENTS! JANUS, the literary
magazine of the Department of
English, is now accepting contributions for the Fall 1987 issue. Leave
material in the JANUS envelope outside 218 Locke Hall. Short Stories,
essays, poems, and line drawings
are welcome. Each page must In-·
elude contributor's name , ID
number , address, and phone
number. Deadline for contributions is
October 30, 1987. (Note:material
cannot be returne~; please submit
copies only.)

From,

•

DECEMBER
GRADS
...
'

l'

SENIOR LADIES
LAST CALLBACKS THIS
WEEK
INTERNATIONAL HOMES'••
Wed., Oct. 7 Meridian Hill
9 p.m.
Thursday., Oct. 8 Bethune Hall
8 p .m.
No purchase necessary.
Come eat and receive some nice
gifts.

•
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•
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You
ring,
We
bring!
·
•
Personnel
•
PAN
PIZZA
deli.
v
ered
to
your
door!
•
The Close Up Foundation
•
Suite 1500
•
Great Employment Opportunities
1235 Jefferson Davis· Highway
Arlington. Virgrnia 22202
.
:
Full
and
part-time
delivery
drivers,
.
pizza
and
:
:
703-892-5400
:
submakers
needed
immediately.
All
shifts
:
,
: availatile. Apply .at Georgia an9 New Hamp-:
: shire Aves., NW or call Steve Solomon at :
·A multi partisan, nonprofit educational foundation for
citizen involvement in government.
,
291-2227.
,
!
••
•••••••••••••••
·················~··············
Inquire or send a resume
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